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You’ve been working in the fashion that you know. You really ought to be expressing 
yourself more. You’ve got to look into yourself and discover some things maybe that you 
haven’t seen before. And try them. 
 – Hal Prince1 
 
A map of the world that does not include utopia is not worth glancing at.  













1 Great Performances, Season 46, Episode 5, “Harold Prince: The Director’s Life,” 
Directed by Lonny Price, aired February 23, 2018, on PBS, https://www.pbs.org/video/harold-
prince-the-directors-life-w7cuqx/. 
2 José Esteban Muñoz, Cruising Utopia: The Then and There of Queer Futurity (New York: 
NYU Press, 2019), 1. 





The musical Cabaret, innovative in form and content at its 1966 premiere, provides a director 
with a fascinating mix of storytelling genres and musical styles with which to craft a unique 
vision. However, in past productions of the musical, alongside a troubling misogyny, I have seen 
a problematic colluding of queerness and fascism in the narrative arc of the drama. In choosing 
this piece as my Columbia University MFA Theatre Directing Thesis Production, my vision was to 
bring to this classic text a reading that re-sees queerness not as a metaphor for the seductive 
power of fascism but rather as a communal source of resistance in the face of catastrophic 
forces. My tactic was to ground our production in a depiction of a sexual minority community 
that more accurately reflects the gay and lesbian spaces of Weimar Era Berlin than one that is 
informed by the postwar conservatism of the mid-twentieth century. My goal was to make this 
classic musical resonate with an audience of today in unexpected ways, inviting an audience to 
glimpse a queer utopia that could alter how they see and imagine twenty-first century America 
once they leave the theater.  
 
This type of revision is not in the least unusual in recent stagings of American musicals, as has 
been seen in productions such as Daniel Fish’s Oklahoma!, Marianne Elliott’s Company or Ivo 
van Hove’s West Side Story, in which a contemporary director will bring their unique point of 
view into conversation with the classic material to make it resonate today. This can happen 
through a major re-conception of the orchestration, of the lead casting, and/or by including live 
video and new media in the staging. Interestingly, Cabaret went through a number of editions 
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already in its lifespan: adapted originally from John van Druten’s 1951 Broadway play I Am A 
Camera, one can request performance rights for each of the 1966, 1987 or 1998 editions. Each 
version features a different selection of songs as well as different interpretations of the 
character Cliff Bradshaw’s sexuality, from straight (1966) to bisexual (1987) to gay (1998), 
moving closer each time to author Christopher Isherwood’s own biography which was coded in 
I Am A Camera’s source material, 1945’s The Berlin Stories. Therefore, my re-vision of the work, 
especially as it pertains to the role of sexuality and gender expression in the storytelling, is 
embedded in both the original material and Cabaret’s production history. 
 
Simultaneous to these efforts to enact a reappraisal of the musical, the desire to craft a queer 
utopic space on stage meant I necessarily needed to create one in the process. I believe that in 
bringing a queer lens to the play made it necessary to also queer the approach to the 
production, so that the product reflected the process. This meant working against conventional 
hierarchal dynamics between director, creative team and cast and, rather, collaborating in a 
conscientious and generous manner, each member of the team welcome to share their voice as 
we discover our version of this story. In this way, the final production could stay true to the 
values expressed at its initiation. 
 
In this paper, I will lay out how this 2019 production of Cabaret at Columbia University’s Lenfest 
Center for the Arts Flexible Theatre Space was the culmination of my MFA Theatre Directing 
training under Professors Anne Bogart and Brian Kulick, bridging my vision as a director and my 
craft as a leading collaborator, connecting my interest in renovating classic texts for today’s 
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audience and in working in an accountable fashion with a group of diverse artists. This 
production of Cabaret suggests a new reading of the piece that glimpses a world of queer 
resistance that resonates in today’s political atmosphere. 
 
1. Maybe This Time 
 
I came to New York City to begin my MFA in Theatre Directing at Columbia University in 2017, 
having worked extensively in Canada over the previous decade as an independent producer, 
theater creator, playwright, actor and director, primarily in the context of research-based 
collective creation and autobiographical devised pieces. I was at a point in my career where I 
craved a clearer sense of my own artistry, and this MFA program provided the context in which 
I could discover, broadly, what I had to offer that was unique to the craft of theater directing 
and, specifically, how one prepares for rehearsals with a script, as most of my projects thus far 
had been created during the rehearsal process. I also knew that, at this moment of multiple 
catastrophes wrought on our planet at the hands of humankind, I was eager to look back at the 
history of the theatrical art form to see if our artistic ancestors had any guidance to offer us. 
Simultaneously, I wanted to explore how a director can encourage the high quality of 
collaborative investment that appears in devised work in a rehearsal process for a pre-existing 
text.  
 
Starting out, I knew that my time at Columbia would mean consistently putting up work, either 
from a prompt from Bogart, a piece of text assigned by Kulick, or a new text from a classmate in 
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the MFA Playwriting concentration. I knew that, over my three years, I would move from small 
scenes with few resources in a studio setting to larger projects with greater production 
elements in a theater. By the time I got to the first semester of my second year and was 
directing Anton Chekov’s The Seagull in Columbia’s Theatre @ Schapiro, I began to consider my 
pieces for the two major projects at the end of the program: Materials, a class exploring our 
artistic journey with a production requirement, and; Thesis being our final production which 
concludes with this paper. In my first year, I had re-encountered Thornton Wilder’s Our Town in 
our Contemporary American Plays class lead by Kate Loewald and intended that this would be 
my Thesis Production text. Wilder is the closest to my personal aesthetic vision I have ever 
encountered in the theater, with a big heart and a critical eye for humanity, the finer details of 
everyday life juxtaposed with the unfathomable eternal. At the same time, now that I was in 
New York City, the home of Broadway, I had become increasingly curious about the genre of 
the American Musical. As a way to challenge myself as I sought for my Materials piece, I 
thought about the musicals I liked, and created a (short) list. And, perhaps due to the fact that 
2019 was the 50th anniversary of the Stonewall Riots, the birth of the LGBTQ+ rights movement 
in the United States, I kept coming back to Cabaret and its intimations of queer sexuality. Even 
though upon re-encounter the piece felt as if it had ossified into a conservative postwar 
American perspective on Weimar Berlin, there seemed to me something radically queer inside 
Cabaret that had yet to be fully expressed. I had always been troubled by the easy conflation 
made between queerness and fascism in productions of Cabaret, and I felt there was another 
way to approach this work that wasn’t so homophobic. My interest in queer theory, re-kindled 
in my time at Columbia by Professor Mark Doten’s Queer Form English course I took as an 
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elective and Professor Jack Halberstam’s Queer Performance Studies class I audited in the 
Comparative Literature department, provided some approaches that would open the musical to 
a queer reframing that was empowering.  
 
However, the performance rights for Cabaret proved too expensive to be my Materials 
Production, which occurs in the second semester of second year. So, I swapped the two: doing 
a very lo-fi and collaborative production of Our Town in the Studio @ Schapiro for Materials 
and planned on Cabaret for my Thesis Production at the Lenfest Theatre. This meant I had 
access to greater production resources and a longer period of time, not only prepare my vision 
for the piece, but also to raise the additional funds necessary to produce a musical. But here’s 
the thing – I’d never directed a musical before!  
 
My experience with musicals are few and far between. As a child, I did act in a couple, playing, 
for example, The Artful Dodger in a community production of Oliver! as a thirteen-year-old in 
Slave Lake, Alberta. In undergrad, during my year abroad at Royal Holloway, University of 
London, I was cast in a small role in a student production of Company, the first time I 
encountered Stephen Sondheim. As an adult, I was Assistant Director on a production of The 
Sound of Music at Canada’s National Arts Centre in Ottawa. But my musical experience didn’t 
extend much further than that. While I anticipated working closely with ancient Greek plays, 
with texts by Shakespeare and Chekhov, and American works such as Our Town, I was part-way 
through my program before I started to confront my prejudice against the musical. I started 
seeing more Broadway shows to educate myself, including Jack O’Brien’s Charlie and the 
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Chocolate Factory (a childhood favorite of mine), The Band’s Visit directed by David Cromer, 
and, most significantly, Spongebob Squarepants: The Musical directed by Tina Landau (who 
would later become our Visiting Professor for Materials). I found these productions to be 
dramatically compelling, musically moving and, surprisingly, deeply personally resonant. The 
power of music to move an audience, the skill of the artists involved, and the sheer theatricality 
impressed me. I revised my prior complaint of “I don’t like musical theatre acting” to “I don’t 
like dishonest acting”, quality storytelling being possible whatever the context. My prejudice 
against this theatrical art form was wearing away. 
 
At the same time, I came to realize that my directing has always contained a musicality. In the 
past, when crafting a new play from a collection of smaller devised pieces, I instinctively 
favored a dramaturgical structure informed by a childhood of making mixtapes and CDs, 
considering the flow from one song to the next. During my time at Columbia, in my production 
of any theatrical text, I would incorporate music. For example, each of the first three acts of The 
Seagull began with the character of Masha, played by Yeena Sung, singing a karaoke version of 
a 1980s’ love ballad (i.e., Foreigner’s “I Want To Know What Love Is”), while the fourth started 
with Medvedenko (Mitch Connelly) performing The Smiths’ “Please, Please, Please, Let Me Get 
What I Want”, and featured a live electronic guitarist, Daniel Kim, accompanying the events of 
the act. Our Town likewise included musical underscoring for the Stage Manager’s speeches, 
and with live performances by actors David Lawyer on guitar and dulcimer, Isaiah Dodo-
Williams on piano and keyboard, and Mitch Connelly on ukulele, old American folk songs and 
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hymns a texture during scene transitions. Due to these tendencies, I felt I could offer, if nothing 
else, an instinctive sense of musical storytelling to this production of Cabaret. 
 
2. What Would You Do? 
 
Considering how to approach Cabaret provokes a number of specific questions, and I looked 
back to Harold (Hal) Prince, legendary Broadway producer and director, for guidance. In 
“Harold Prince: The Director’s Life,” produced for PBS’ Great Performances, director Prince 
commented that, “with Cabaret, I was finally able to choose the material that really spoke to 
me, which means there was a political and social content.”3 His insistence on this lends the 
piece its central question for any director approaching the material: What is the most effective 
way to affect an audience in the theater when you have political ends? For Prince, who, as 
Susan Stroman commented, “wants people to, when they leave that theater, to have a 
conversation about that story…. [to] think of things [they] might never thought of before,”4 it 
was by making a link between the world of 1930s Berlin and the mid-1960s in America. As 
Prince recalls: 
We were in rehearsal for the first day, and the company sat around, and I opened Life 
magazine. I said, “I want to show you a picture.” A bunch of guys, bare to the chest, and 
they seemed very blond and Aryan and they were snarling at the camera. And I said, 
“Where was this picture taken?” And, of course, everyone immediately said, “Well, 
Germany.” Then I said, “No, it was taken in Little Rock, [Arkansas,] and they’re all 
looking at a little African-American girl integrating a school.” And I said, “And the reason 
I’m showing you this is because, I firmly believe, it can happen here.”5 
 
 
3 Great Performances. 
4 Great Performances. 
5 Great Performances. 
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With this bold initiation to the musical’s first rehearsal process, Prince throws down the 
gauntlet for any director leading a future production. 
 
Any new production of any piece must grapple with a question of contemporary resonance on 
its own terms. In the case of Cabaret, to simply replicate Prince’s 1966 or 1987 aesthetic or that 
of Sam Mendes’ subsequent 1998 Broadway production is to miss the opportunity to speak to 
the realities of one’s own time provided by the original conception of the musical. Prince’s 
original production, designed by Boris Aronson, had a large mirror hung above the stage 
reflecting the audience before and during the action of the play;6 Mendes’ production 
implicated the audience with close proximity to the action in cabaret-type seating.7 However, 
whether it’s a societal interrogation demonstrated by Prince’s staging or a more personal 
integration found in Mendes’ production, it appears the role of the audience in the events of 
the play is central to any interpretation of the musical. Cabaret presents a time of encroaching 
catastrophe in its Berlin setting with a heightened sense of hindsight for a postwar audience, 
and therefore evokes a question of personal responsibility in a time of political volatility. The 
musical ask the audience, as the character Fraulein Schneider asks Cliff Bradshaw, if you saw 
catastrophe approaching, “What would you do?”8 
 
 
6 Great Performances. 
7 Cabaret, directed by Sam Mendes (1998; New York: The New York Public Library's 
Theatre on Film and Tape Archive, 1998), DVD. 
8 Joe Masteroff, John Kander, Fred Ebb, Cabaret (1998 Version): Prompt Book (New 
York: Tams-Witmark Music Library), 80-81. 
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For a director, then, how is this socio-political engagement with the audience achieved? Is it by 
having the Emcee character stand in for the seductive spectacle of fascism, as Prince imagined 
the role originated by Joel Grey? Is it activated by aggressively engaging with and shocking the 
audience, like Sam Mendes’ Emcee, performed by Alan Cumming? Or, as I was beginning to 
imagine, is it by welcoming the audience into a radically inclusive space where they feel 
inspired to engage more humanely with the complex world around them? Should theater warn 
with foreboding sensations of disaster, or inspire via creative glimpses of utopia? In times like 
ours, what should a production of Cabaret do? Show the world as it is, or as it could be? These 
were the questions emerging for me as the main considerations for my vision of this piece. I 
sought to discover how a play that has conventionally figured queerness as a stand-in for the 
seductiveness of fascism could be transformed into an experience of a radically welcoming 
queer utopia. 
 
José Esteban Muñoz’s book Cruising Utopia: The There and Then of Queer Futurity articulated 
exactly what I felt was necessary to bring to this piece. In the political theater work I had done 
with my company Architect Theatre before coming to New York City, there was always a 
tension between providing information about major industrial projects and their social and 
environmental impacts, such as the Athabasca bitumen sands or the proposed Northern 
Gateway Pipeline, and a desire to work in the metaphoric realm of theatrical storytelling to 
express that undeniable human desire for community. In Cruising Utopia, Muñoz investigates a 
number of performances that offer a glimpse of queer utopia, which he defines as a 
“potentiality [that] is always on the horizon and, like performance, never completely disappears 
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but, instead, lingers and serves as a conduit for knowing and feeling other people.”9 My re-
encounter with Muñoz’s significant 2009 publication (republished in 2019 in an expanded 10th 
Anniversary Edition) helped in the conceptualization of my take on Cabaret: a vision of the Kit 
Kat Klub as a queer utopic space where societal outsiders come together to build community 
and resilience in the face of catastrophic forces outside. This play speaks to the specific political 
conditions of 1930s Berlin when the liberal Weimar Republic gave way to the rise of Nazi power 
but, unfortunately, also resonates with today. Recognizing that any production of this musical 
must include the fact that the Nazis win in the end, Jack Halberstam’s 2011 book The Queer Art 
of Failure suggested to me that a queer perspective might offer another way to approach the 
narrative: “The queer art of failure turns on the impossible, the improbable, the unlikely, and 
the unremarkable. It quietly loses, and in losing it imagines other goals for life, or love, for art, 
and for being.”10 I was in.  
 
3. So What? 
 
I knew this process would seriously challenge my abilities as a director, and that the need to 
fully articulate my point of view on the material would be a great means to develop my 
preparation skills. It would demand solid, well-considered choices grounded in the dramaturgy 
of the piece itself. This would not only require me to spend time with the history and culture of 
the American Musical genre to understand Cabaret’s place within it, but also to research the 
 
9 Muñoz, 113. 
10 Judith (Jack) Halberstam, The Queer Art of Failure (Durham, NC: Duke UP, 2011), 88. 
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genesis of the musical and how its creators collapsed the political realities of 1960s America 
with a metaphoric read of the sexual permissiveness of Berlin in the Weimar Republic to craft a 
compelling theatrical event. I would have to look into the historical context of 1930s Berlin, 
both in regards to its social and political circumstances but also the presence of minoritarian 
expressions of gender and sexuality. Following this work, I would want to ground my instinctive 
reading of the play in queer theory to create a foundation for my specific take on the musical 
and explore what this means for the social and political relationships of the characters and the 
world of the play. By preparing in these various directions simultaneously, I felt I could find an 
expression for my new interpretation grounded in the dramatic structure of the piece.  
 
My study of the dramatic scope of musical itself meant spending quality time with the script 
and the score, analyzing the dramatic arc of each scene and song to uncover the core of the 
story. This meant listening to recordings of and looking at the three editions (1966, 1987, 1998) 
to consider what were reasons for the dramaturgical choices made in each. This meant 
watching different productions on video, including both the 1993 and the 1998 Sam Mendes 
productions. I chose the 1998 edition for my production because, in my opinion, it has the best 
song selection, some cut from earlier versions and others taken from Bob Fosse’s 1972 film, and 
is the most explicit about Cliff’s queer sexuality. In my personal study of the piece, which mixes 
realistic scenes in a Berlin apartment with metaphoric cabaret performances, I encountered a 
piece that felt open and responsive and could adapt to the new reading I was hoping to bring to 
it. 
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My preparation also included a study of the American musical as a genre, to understand the 
specifics of Cabaret and its innovations of the form. I looked to Jack Viertel’s The Secret Life of 
the American Musical: How Broadway Shows are Built, which analyses the formulaic structure 
of the musical and its development over time through multiple examples. I watched the six-part 
PBS series Broadway: The American Musical, hosted by Julie Andrews, which traces the history 
of Broadway from its beginnings as a melting pot of different musical and performance styles 
from African-American culture and various immigrant groups, through the innovations of pieces 
like Rogers and Hammerstein’s Oklahoma! and artists like Stephen Sondheim, to the 
commercial rise of Disney Theatrics in the 1990s. This helped to situate the uniqueness of 
Cabaret in the overall development of the genre.  
 
Cabaret, developed from the 1951 Broadway play I Am A Camera by John van Druten that 
became a film in 1955, both of which were adapted from Christopher Isherwood’s The Berlin 
Stories, debuted in 1966. The Berlin Stories contains two shorter books, Mr. Norris Changes 
Trains and Goodbye to Berlin, which includes the chapter “Sally Bowles”. Created by composer 
John Kander, lyricist Fred Ebb, book writer Joe Masteroff, and director Prince, Kander described 
the process as, “The best example, still, in my experience, of a collaboration where you talk and 
talk and talk. It was the beginning of what I call the ‘what if’ way of collaborating. ‘What if 
somebody throws a rock through the window?’ ‘What if she has an abortion?’ You’re building 
the piece slowly in this room with people just talking.”11 Over its development, it transformed 
from a fairly conventional book musical, about which Prince commented, “I didn’t think it was 
 
11 Great Performances. 
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coming out as exciting as it should; it [was] like an old-fashioned musical,”12 to a ground-
breaking concept musical. The innovation was provided by Prince who later noted, “[It had to 
be] worrisome…. because it was the period before Adolf Hitler and World War II.”13  
 
Prince’s inspiration came from two sources: a visit to Russian and his time in the US Army. 
During the development of Cabaret, Prince travelled to Russia and saw a production at the 
Taganka Theater in Moscow, directed by Yuri Lyubimov. He recalls: 
The show knocked me over. I was mesmerized by the theatricality of all of it. People 
singing in the lobby before you got into the theater. These guys wanted theater to be 
larger than life. To be on a black box. Not to be real. And energetic. And unanticipated; 
surprising. Comic scenes, and then very dramatic scenes. And dance, suddenly dance! 
And essentially what it said to me was, “You’ve been working in the fashion that you 
know. You really ought to be expressing yourself more. You’ve got to look into yourself 
and discover some things maybe that you haven’t seen before. And try them.”14 
 
This brought Prince’s mind back to his time in Germany in the US Army following World War II, 
where he would visit Maxime’s: 
Maxime’s ... was a bar in the basement of a bombed-out church. And I would go to 
Maxime’s any chance I got because downstairs was a little bar, maybe two patrons, and 
a show, three very heavy showgirls – dancers, reportedly – in butterfly costumes who 
would circle and wave their arms. And an Emcee who was a dwarf [sic] and who had 
bright lipstick, eyeshadow, false eyelashes. He fancied himself extremely funny and 
extremely clever. There’s a tragic aftertaste when you see someone landing so poorly 
with an audience of three. Of which I was one. 
There was something so theatrical about that place and that figure, and I found it kind 
of exciting, to be honest. I came back to New York and mentioned the Emcee. “Why 
don’t we have a character that represents Germany, Germany of the depression and 
when the Nazis were destroying six million people.”15 
 
 
12 Great Performances. 
13 Great Performances. 
14 Great Performances. 
15 Great Performances. 
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This combination of the theatricality of the Taganka production and Prince’s memory of this 
German cabaret performance brought him to a place of personal introspection and artistic 
innovation. Masteroff, Kander and Ebb then dramatized Prince’s vision in their conception of 
the musical, placing the specter of fascism and its impact upon the characters at the center of 
the play’s dramaturgical structure, expressed metaphorically via the sequences featuring the 
Emcee character at the Kit Kat Klub. As James Leve comments in his book Kander and Ebb,  
The musical and theatrical viability of Cabaret became a reality when Hal Prince and the 
“boys,” as he liked to call his writers, decided to use the cabaret as a metaphor for 
German society.… Masteroff, who gave the musical its title, began to interweave the 
book scenes with Expressionistic nightclub sequences. By adopting this unusual 
approach and perfectly matching form and content, the writers turned what might have 
been a traditional book musical into the first fully realized concept musical…. Prince and 
Masteroff’s idea of mixing realistic book scenes with cabaret scenes was strikingly 
innovative.16 
The writers placed the realism of Isherwood’s source material in the book scenes at Fraulein 
Schneider’s apartment block, while the Expressionistic Kit Kat Klub performances were in a 
space referred to by Prince and designer Aronson as “Limbo,”17 a liminal non-space where 
events comment on what was happening in the book scenes’ characters’ lives.  
 
My preparation also featured a look into the historical context of the play to situate my 
understanding of the socio-political circumstances of the story. Cabaret takes place in 1929-
1930 in Berlin, in the final days of what is known as the Weimar Republic, the last few years of 
 
16 James Leve, Kander and Ebb (New Haven: Yale UP, 2009), 40. 
17 Broadway: The American Musical, episode 5, “Tradition (1957-1979)”, directed by 
Michael Kantor, aired November 4, 2012, PBS, DVD. 
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democracy before the Nazis rose to power and seized authoritarian control of the country in 
1933. Understanding the circumstances of Weimar Berlin, through Otto Friedrich’s Before the 
Deluge: A Portrait of Berlin in the 1920’s and Weimar Germany: Promise and Tragedy by Eric D. 
Weitz, means understanding how multiple factors left Germany in a state of destitute unrest. 
As Keith Garebian writes in The Making of Cabaret, “Berlin seethed with unemployment, 
malnutrition, stock market panic, hatred of the Versailles Treaty, and anti-Semitism.”18 The 
electoral successes of Hitler and the Nazi party were thanks to a disaffected population looking 
for solutions to their difficult lives, and the Nazis provided people to blame, such as the Jews, 
the victors of the Great War and those who had betrayed and shamed the Germans by their 
surrender. Due to the inability of the political parties in this young proportional representation 
system to find common ground and form a governing coalition – such as the Socialist 
Democrats refusing to work with the Communists in the Reichstag – frequent elections never 
resulted in a one-party majority, as Sefton Delmer illustrates in his book Weimar Germany: 
Democracy on Trial. Over the course of the 1920s and into the 1930s, the number of seats held 
by this once fringe party, the National Socialists, increased.19 Those conservatives who held the 
levers of power, such as President Paul von Hindenburg, hoped to control Adolf Hitler by 
appointing him Chancellor,20 one in a series of miscalculations that lead to the Nazis taking 
authoritarian control of the German government in 1933.  
 
18 Keith Garebian, The Making of Cabaret: Second Edition (New York: Oxford UP, 2011), 
28. 
19 Sefton Delmer, Weimar Germany: Democracy on Trial (New York: American Heritage 
Press, 1972), 97. 
20 Delmer, 117. 




In the Weimar era, there was certainly a divide between the urban space of Berlin and the rest 
of the country. The Nazi party emerged from the south of Germany near Munich and, in 
describing Joseph Goebbels, who took over the leadership of Berlin’s branch of the Nazi Party in 
1928, Weitz writes that he  
fumed at the lit-up city; the confusion between night and day signified its degeneration. 
The noise of the city, the lights, prostitutes, the confusion of gender roles caused by 
homosexual men and modern, nonmaternal women, the babble of languages – all were 
markers of an immoral and degraded world where people pursue bodily pleasures. Sex 
and drugs define their lives. Degenerate Berlin feeds off working Berlin, exploits the 
solid citizenry who toil away, only to see the fruits of their labour dissipated by the 
flaneur, the sophisticate, the Jew, parading around the city, whiling away the time in 
cafés, looking and feeling but doing nothing productive. Ominously, [Goebbels wrote] 
“the other Berlin is waiting, ready to pounce.”21 
Goebbels and others like him in Germany saw Berlin as ‘degenerate’ because, over the 
proceeding 40 years, the city had become a haven for male homosexuals, lesbians, and a wide 
variety of other gender and sexuality minorities. As Robert Beachy explores in his book Gay 
Berlin: Birthplace of a Modern Identity, while same-sex erotic activity was still outlawed in the 
young country of Germany due to a 1870 “statue criminalizing sex between men”22 known as 
Paragraph 175, many cafés and bars for specifically gay and lesbian clientele were free to 
operate in 1920s Berlin.23 Writing about the permissive atmosphere of Berlin of the time, 
 
21 Eric D. Weitz, Weimar Germany: Promise and Tragedy (Princeton: Princeton UP, 
2007), 76. 
22 Robert Beachy, Gay Berlin: Birthplace of a Modern Identity (New York: Vintage, 2015), 
36. 
23 Beachy, 58-61. 
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Robert Beachy notes: 
Only once between 1904 and 1920 had two men in Berlin been caught in flagrante 
delicto in a sex act that violated Paragraph 175. Of equal significance was formal police 
tolerance of same-sex locales. After 1885 there were no recorded cases in greater Berlin 
– except those involving flagrant prostitution, or criminal activity unrelated to Paragraph 
175 – where police raided a same-sex male or lesbian bar, at least not before the Nazis 
came to power.24 
Beachy also writes that, “in addition to bars and cafés, large same-sex costume balls held in 
concert halls, theaters, and private clubs became a signal feature of Berlin’s homosexual 
culture.”25 Fledgling writer Christopher Isherwood arrived in Berlin in 1929, where he had the 
experiences he would turn into The Berlin Stories, and, as the book’s narrator, he himself was 
the model for the character Cliff Bradshaw. In fact, for closeted English writers such as W.H. 
Auden and Isherwood, “Berlin meant Boys,”26 as Isherwood writes in 1976’s Christopher and his 
Kind, his openly gay autobiographical revision to The Berlin Stories. Isherwood had arrived in a 
city uniquely open to expressions of minoritarian sexual and gender identity. 
 
As a means of coordinating the overseeing of this sector of the populace, the Berlin police 
commissioner Leopold von Meerscheidt-Hüllessem had created the Department of 
Homosexuals in 1885, for, as Alex Ross comments in his The New Yorker review of Gay Berlin, 
he “might have reasoned that it was better to domesticate this new movement than to let it 
 
24 Beachy, 83. 
25 Beachy, 61. 
26 Christopher Isherwood, Christopher and his Kind (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 
2015), 2. 
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become politically radicalized or overtaken by criminal elements.”27 Those who dressed in the 
conventionally understood clothing of the ‘opposite sex’ could go about freely in Berlin if they 
had the appropriate registration card, a “so-called transvestite pass,”28 and Hüllessem himself 
“literally gave tours of the city’s homosexual nightspots and escorted visitors to same-sex 
costume balls. Berlin came to serve as a kind of laboratory of sexuality, made available for 
investigation to a range of psychiatrists, sexologists, journalists, and popular writers,”29 
including the Swedish playwright August Strindberg. Beachy contends that the police response 
to gay and lesbian citizens of Berlin gave rise to a unifying identity: “In this sense the 
Department of Homosexuals actually gave life to a theoretical construct – the theory of the 
inborn homosexual – by projecting it as a social and cultural identity and allowing it to develop 
within a network of bars and same-sex entertainments.”30 
 
It is interesting to note that, due to this permissive atmosphere regarding sexual and gender 
minoritarian identities, different communities rose up with strongly opposed visions of, 
specifically, the gay man. As Halberstam writes in The Queer Art of Failure, “There were at least 
two strands to the homosexual emancipation movements in Germany in the early twentieth 
century. One associated with [Magnus] Max Hirschfeld’s Institute [for Sexuality Studies, 
founded in 1919] and with theories of intermediate- or third-sexers, is well known; the other 
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strand, homosexual masculinism, is less well known.”31 Gay Berlin traces the distinctive 
difference between these two threads of gay male identity that were being formed at the time. 
One was led by Hirschfeld, who posited “a discrete ‘third gender’ comprising homosexual men 
and women,”32 and had founded the Scientific-Humanitarian Committee (SHC), whose motto 
was “through science to justice”33 and whose central assertion was that “sexual orientation was 
biological.”34 He was able to gain some success in his journey toward homosexual emancipation 
thanks to his deployment of research, his relations with the liberal press – homosexual rights 
being seen as a progressive cause – as well as support from Berlin’s cultural avant-garde and 
counter-culture movements of the time.35 
 
Simultaneously, counter to Hirschfeld’s “theory of sexual indeterminacy,”36 there was a 
movement founded on the German Romantic literature of friendship – “Freundschaft”37 – for 
whom “the seemingly homoerotic language of the German Romantics was especially useful for 
demonstrating both the trans-historical and particularly the Germanic character of same-sex 
love.”38 A once SHC-allied organization called the Committee of the Special (CoS), headed by 
Adolf Brand, “resisted the biological theories of inversion favored by Hirschfeld’s institute in 
favor of ‘culturalist’ notions of male homosexuality that functioned in terms of the erotic 
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connection between two conventionally masculine men.”39  For the masculinists in the CoS, 
“the attention that Hirschfeld seemed to lavish on hermaphrodites, cross-dressers, and 
effeminate men offended Brand’s conception of elite, virile masculinity.”40 This sentiment was 
also found in the Männerbund (Male Association) movement that was popular during 
Germany’s interwar period, “which bonded as a collectivity through homoerotic and even 
explicitly homosexual ties.”41 These Männerbund organizations became sources of community 
for the disaffected youth of the turbulent and often destitute Weimar Republic years, 
connecting this generation with the great German Romantic period, while also rejecting “any 
characterization of same-sex erotic love as an expression of effeminacy; … men who loved men 
were more virile than most”.42 Troubling about this movement was that “the masculinists were 
also marked by their subtle anti-Semitism. This was expressed negatively as a völkisch 
nationalism, an adjective derived from the German word for people (Volk).”43 
 
It is perhaps not surprising, therefore, that later authors, such as the creators of Cabaret, made 
links between homosexuality and the Nazis due to the existence of militia groups that were part 
of this anti-Semitic homosocial Männerbund movement, including the Nazi Sturmabteilung (SA) 
(Storm Troopers), also known as Brownshirts. As Beachy writes, it would be difficult “not to 
view the demobilized troops after 1918, who formed the Freikorps [the organization that 
eventually became the SA] and other right-wing militia groups, and later the Nazi Party itself, as 
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Männerbund manifestations…. For Weimar’s myriad youth groups, spanning the political 
spectrum from left to right, the Männerbund was a self-evident reality.”44 Indeed, Ernst Röhm, 
leader of the SA from 1930-1934 was a known homosexual and Hitler’s closest friend amongst 
the Nazi elite.45 As Halberstam writes, however, the diversity of expressions embraced by 
Hirschfeld and his Institute were not to be welcomed because “while the Nazis’ position on 
male sexuality in particular was very tolerant, it was in relation to feminization that they 
expressed moral outrage.”46  
 
The Nazi crack-down on homosexuality happened within a few short years of seizing power. 
One of the first actions by the new authoritarian government was the raiding of Hirschfeld’s 
Institute for Sexuality Studies in May 1933.47 Röhm himself was assassinated on The Night Of 
The Long Knives in July 1934 by Nazi Schutzstaffel (SS) troops, known for their Hugo Boss forced 
labor-produced uniforms48 and lead by Heinrich Himmler, who Beachy calls “the ideologue of 
Nazi homophobia.”49 In regards to Berlin’s lively Weimar era cabaret scene, “cabaret humor 
often took on the Nazis as their target of satire, so that after 1933, the famous emcees who had 
most openly performed such satires were persecuted, and by 1935 most often cabarets were 
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forced out to London, Prague, and Vienna.”50 By 1936 “Nazi officials … had the tools to arrest 
and imprison large numbers of homosexual men on the flimsiest of evidence.”51 With the Nazis 
seizure of power, it became apparent that “the many homosexual men who embraced the Nazi 
cause misapprehended the centrality of Nazi racialist doctrine and how homosexuality 
appeared to threaten it.”52 The need to propagate the Aryan race, with the heteronormative 
parents and purely Aryan child at the center of a vision of the Third Reich that would last a 
thousand years, supplanted the specific expressions of same-sex eroticism which the 
Männerbund had allowed for within the burgeoning fascist movement.  
 
Following World War II, as the truths of the war were revealed in regards to the concentration 
camps,, and the genocide of Jews, gypsies and other racialized and oppressed groups, the 
persecution of homosexuals under the Nazis remained underreported. In his 1988 book The 
Pink Triangle: The Nazi War Against Homosexuals, Richard Plant speaks to this silence and 
states that “gays, marked by a pink triangle, were a relatively small minority in the camps but 
had a proportionally higher mortality rate than, for example, the more numerous political 
prisoners, who wore red patches.”53 Plant sees postwar conservatism in the West as one of the 
culprits in the silence around this particular aspect of Nazi oppression: “The climate of the Cold 
War and the conservative moralism of the [West German] Adenauer administration was not 
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conductive to eliminating all traces of Nazi jurisprudence, including the 1935 antihomosexual 
law, which remained in effect until 1969.”54 While same-sex relations between men over the 
age of eighteen were no longer illegal in East Germany after 1957, it wasn’t until 1987 that the 
supreme court ruled that “homosexual persons do not stand outside of socialist society, and 
are guaranteed the same civil rights as all other citizens.”55 Indeed, East Germany’s state-
owned film production company, DEFA, only produced one gay-themed feature film in its 46-
year history – Coming Out – which happened to premiere in 1989 on the same night that the 
Berlin Wall fell.56 
 
With the rise of the Nazis to power, the leniency that queer spaces had enjoyed during the 
Weimar Republic came to an end. Plant comments, in regards to the treatment of gays under 
the Nazis, that a high official “attempted to ‘reeducate’ decadent homosexuals by assigning 
them to the toughest work details and by forcing them to visit female prostitutes…. [and in] the 
indispensable reminiscences of Himmler’s private physician … there is an entire chapter 
devoted to Himmler’s obsession with eliminating the gays.”57 While these accounts were 
published in the 1950s,58 the postwar West, still hostile to queer sexualities in their own 
countries, conflated the perceived sexual decadence and deviance of the Weimar era cabarets 
with the dangerous spectacle of Nazism that arose after it. The complicated history of minority 
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sexualities and gender identities during the 1920s and early 1930s in Berlin, which has come 
more fully to light in the years since Cabaret was first staged, creates responsibilities and offers 
opportunities for anyone staging the musical today. 
 
4. Don’t Tell Mama 
 
Building on this historical understanding, I looked into previous productions of the musical to 
see how queerness in its historical context was presented in the piece. Harold Prince’s 
‘innovative’ use of the Emcee and his Kit Kat Klub ensemble as a metaphoric stand-in for the 
German people as they succumb to the spectacle of fascism was reinforced in Sam Mendes’ 
1998 production by the gender-bending characterization of Alan Cumming and the Nazi 
symbolism embodied by the Kit Kat Klub ensemble. In the stage directions for the 1998 
version’s script, based on Mendes’ production, Act 2 begins with an Entr’Acte musical medley 
that transitions as “the Emcee, now dressed as a girl, and the Women’s Ensemble assemble on 
stage for a kick line….The kick line progresses and builds. The Emcee reveals himself. Then 
suddenly, at a given point, it becomes a row of goose-stepping, ‘Heil Hitlers.’”59 Due to the high 
camp of the androgynous presentation of the Emcee from both Joel Grey, who originated the 
role in 1966 and reprised it in the 1987 Broadway revival, and Cumming, a link is created in the 
audience’s mind between queerness and the specter of fascism. This is also informed by 
audience perception of the performers’ sexualities: Joel Grey, while not out during the 
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premiere production of Cabaret, came out as “a gay man”60 in 2015; Alan Cumming has 
identified as bisexual since 1998,61 the year he first appeared as the Emcee on Broadway. As 
James Leve writes in a rather revealing passage, 
The creators of Cabaret saw a parallel ‘between the spiritual bankruptcy of Germany in 
the 1920s and our country in the 1960s’ and wanted to send a warning signal about the 
moral decline in America. They used camp in order to emphasize similarities between 
the grotesqueness of German culture regarding gender and sexuality and certain 
elements of American culture.62 
 
The conflation of performer and role in the history of this musical’s productions, including Joel 
Grey titling his 2016 autobiography Master of Ceremonies63 and the casting of famous out gay 
men to play the part in recent productions, including Randy Harrison of Queer as Folk (2016) 
and pop star Will Young (2012, 2017),64 continues to reinforce a linkage in an audience’s 
perception between homosexuality and Nazism. 
 
Simultaneously, however, like Cabaret’s source material, Isherwood’s The Berlin Stories, in 
which the sexuality of the narrator remains closeted, the original development of Cabaret failed 
to fully embraced or engaged with the queerness that the piece contains at the core of its book 
scenes in the character of Cliff. As Harold Prince recalls in his autobiography A Sense of 
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Occasion, “We persuaded ourselves that the musical comedy audience required a sentimental 
heterosexual love story with a beginning, middle and end to make the concept palatable …. In 
my opinion, we were wrong.”65 Instead, the dramatic arc in the book scenes erases Cliff’s gay 
sexuality and therefore the only remaining connection between queerness and fascism are in 
the transformation of the ‘camp’ Emcee “from a simple, down-at-heels, bad-taste entertainer 
during the depths of the German Depression into a Nazi who incarnates the rise of National 
Socialism.”66 While in Bob Fosse’s 1971 film version of Cabaret the queer sexuality of the lead 
male character (re-imagined as the British Brian Roberts) is introduced, the Kit Kat Klub 
increasingly becomes a space that shares the values of its audience members: Nazi soldiers.67 In 
this way, Fosse’s Oscar-winning production joins other works of art from the postwar period in 
linking the decadence of a queer world with the seductiveness of fascism.  
 
There are a number of postwar cultural properties that made this link and, as Linda Mizejewski 
writes in Divine Decadence: Fascism, Female Spectacle, and the Makings of Sally Bowles, these 
works “most often suggests a psychosexual – often homosexual – explanation of the 
protofascist, even while positing a ‘historical’ or socialist account.”68 An example of this exact 
linkage can be found in Luchino Visconti’s 1969 film The Damned.69 The Damned, which 
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Mizejewski calls “an immediate predecessor of [Fosse’s] Cabaret in many ways,”70 focusses on 
the von Essenbecks, a wealthy German industrialist family that colludes with the Nazis once 
they are in power. The film opens with a drag performance of Marlene Dietrich’s cabaret 
number from Der blaue Engel by the young, white, and blond Martin von Essenbeck, performed 
while the Reichstag burns. (Der blaue Engel [The Blue Angel], a 1930 German film directed by 
Josef von Sternberg71 is a stylistic parent to the Kit Kat Klub presented in Kander and Ebb’s 
Cabaret.72) As Mizejewski notes, “This scene, with its reference to Dietrich, its paralleling of 
spectacles (Reichstag fire, cabaret-drag-show) and its conflation of female eroticism and 
homosexuality is so heavily coded with postwar significations that it works at odd with the 
narrative’s attempt at historical positioning.”73 Martin von Essenbeck, “who, as homosexual, 
pedophile, cross dresser and mother rapist is rather overdetermined as sexual Other,”74 goes 
on to inherit a giant industrial company that is in cahoots with the Nazis and becomes a 
member of the SS, appearing by the end of the film in one of those now notorious and 
occasionally fetishized Hugo Boss-produced leather uniform.75 Richard Plant puts Visconti’s 
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While this equation in The Damned can be read as symptomatic of a postwar struggle to 
comprehend how Nazism could have happened, this has particular outcomes for certain sectors 
of society; namely, queer people. Referring to Bob Fosse’s film version of the musical, 
Mizejewski suggests, “the positioning of fascism as Other in total opposition to ‘normal’ culture 
and personality, has specific ramifications for mainstream cinema, in which the homosexual 
theory works in congruence with Hollywood homophobia, as happens in Cabaret.”77 The means 
by which the abuse of democratic machinery by entrenched conservative power brokers and 
Nazi voter intimidation enabled a leader like Hitler to thrive is overshadowed in Cabaret by “the 
reductive historical stereotype of Nazism itself as a sudden failure of vision, a vulnerability to 
spectacle, a fluke or aberration, rather than a phenomenon situated in mainstream European 
traditions.”78 Unfortunately, in the creation of the dramatic structure of Cabaret, in the struggle 
to understand how the Nazis came to be, the complexity of the historical setting has been 
simplified, and the spectacle of fascism is represented by queerness: “Any rational analysis of 
fascism is cut off by the fascination of the spectacle itself, in a specifically sexual 
aestheticization of politics.”79  
 
The fact that the queer performers in these cabarets were persecuted following the rise of 
Nazism makes this conflation of queerness and fascism more troubling and appears, therefore, 
to be located more in the unease around non-heterosexual and gender-non-conforming people 
on the 1960s Broadway stage than an accurate depiction of life in Weimar Germany. Prince 
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himself seems to admit to this by writing, “were I to do Cabaret now, I would take the 
opportunity … to restore the original gay subplot…. But putting Nazis on the stage in a musical 
seemed like a big enough step at the time.”80 While appreciating the delicacy of these topics for 
a Broadway audience of the time, even as recent as 1998, this led to problematic readings. The 
imprisonment of those who were identified as homosexual by the Nazis was brought to the fore 
in the final image of Sam Mendes’ 1998 production of Cabaret, where the Emcee dramatically 
drops his leather SS uniform jacket to reveal a concentration camp prison uniform with a pink 
triangle, next to a yellow star and a red patch, staring accusingly at the audience.81 However, in 
a staging of Cabaret that has otherwise worked very effectively to link queerness and feminine 
seductiveness with fascism, this serves simply as a shock tactic rather than an integrated 
political-artistic statement about the oppression of homosexual and gender-non-conforming 
bodies under the Nazis. 
 
This is where, in my preparation, I began to clarify the central metaphor, the organizing 
principle of my production. I moved from my historical research to crafting a conceptual 
framework centered on envisioning a queer utopia. With a grip on the dramatic arc, on both 
the songs and the book scenes, and the original intent of the piece, I started my work to make 
this a unique staging with a personal point of view. I turned to Muñoz’s Cruising Utopia and 
Halberstam’s The Queer Art of Failure to help ground my reading. In these texts, I found 
articulations of the vision I wanted as the central approach to this work: the Kit Kat Klub is a 
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queer utopic space, where a community of homosexual, bisexual, queer, trans and gender-non-
conforming outsiders come together in the spirit of solidarity, a space that holds nuance, 
diversity, difference, and a radical welcome, to resist the oncoming catastrophe. 
 
In the search for a vision of queer utopia that we could reference in our Kit Kat Klub, Cruising 
Utopia became an indispensable handbook. Seeming to speak directly to the potential of 
Cabaret’s setting in Weimar Germany, Muñoz writes of “a use of past decadence to critique the 
banality of our presentness for the purpose of imagining and enacting an enabling queer 
futurity.”82 Known for his unique re-visioning of queer theory as one that embraces a utopic 
vision, Muñoz critiques the anti-relational turn in works like Lee Edelman’s No Future as 
speaking from the privileged point of view of a “stealth-universal-white-gay-man” 83 and leaving 
little room for the day-to-day experiences of racialized queer individuals who are still fighting 
for the bare necessities of life. Edelman’s anti-relational theory is useful when considering the 
character of Cliff; however, in regards to the Kit Kat Klub, there is “the essential need for an 
understanding of queerness as collectivity.”84 As Muñoz writes, “It is my belief that minoritarian 
subjects are cast as hopeless in a world without utopia,”85 and that a utopic vision can 
rehabilitate these members to their place in society. By positing a queer utopic vision of a 
horizon that is forever receding, Muñoz creates energy around a never-fully-realized queer 
theory project, stating that “queerness is not yet here.”86 For Muñoz, queerness is an ongoing 
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project of resistance, imagination, and action with the aim of a “renewed and newly animated 
sense of the social,”87 a vision based in relationship. This activist bend to the queer theory 
movement provides the foundation for a way of talking about the Kit Kat Klub as a diverse 
space of queer resistance. Indeed, Muñoz, writing in 2009 about visual art in a manner that 
resonates with me in envisioning theater for 2019, states, “at this moment it seems that queer 
visual culture needs to nourish our sense of potentiality and not reinforce our feeling of 
disappointment.”88 For me, this first took shape in re-imaging the pineapple that is featured in 
the Herr Schultz and Frau Schneider duet “It Couldn’t Please Me More”89 as a glittering 
mirrorball pineapple, a reference to the dire circumstances of Berlin replaced by a vision of 
fabulousness. 
 
In my conception, therefore, I was crafting a new vision of the world of the play, and specifically 
in the Kit Kat Klub, where the cabaret numbers are performed throughout the show. In Muñoz’s 
book, in which he surveys a number of queer performances and speaks to how they 
demonstrate this idea of queer futurity, I was especially drawn to his chapter on John Giorno’s 
book You Got to Burn to Shine, which “’reflects on Giorno’s life as a queer writer and performer 
over the past four decades in Manhattan’s Lower East Side.”90 Sadly, Giorno died of a heart 
attack on October 11, 2019,91 the opening night of our production of Cabaret, but Muñoz’s 
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description of his writing proved incredibly inspiring for my vision of what our Cabaret could be. 
Muñoz quotes from a section of Giorno’s book, 1982’s “Great Anonymous Sex”, that celebrates 
the public sex he engages in at the Prince Street subway station toilets. A very graphic 
description of group sex and intercourse concludes with, “from the depth of the inebriating 
darkness of that underground cave, stretching my cock to the sky, I shot a big load of cum, 
straight and glorious. Perfectly arisen and accomplished, and perfectly dissolved back into a 
primordially pure empty space.”92 Muñoz characterizes this embodied and orgasmic event in an 
otherwise dreary public space as “a picture of utopian transport and a reconfiguration of the 
social, a reimaging of our actual conditions of possibility.”93  The intensity of this description is 
followed by Giorno quickly leaving the toilets and catching the subway uptown. Important for 
my vision of what our Cabaret could be, Muñoz comments: 
Once on the train he feels himself once again overwhelmed by the crushing presence 
and always expanding force field that is heteronormativity: “It always was a shock 
entering the straight world of a car full of grim people sitting dumbly with suffering on 
their faces and in their bodies, and their minds in their prisons.” This experience of 
being “shocked” by the prison that is heteronormativity, the straight world, is one that a 
reader, especially a queer reader, encounters after putting down a queer utopian 
memory text such as Giorno’s.94  
 
This description captures for me, in my preparation, the quality of experience I wanted to craft 
for our audience: could we create a vision of queer utopia so brilliant and undeniable that, 
when exiting the theatre and getting back on the 1 train at the 125th Street subway station, our 
audience members would feel “I want more of that in my life”, or “Whatever happens in these 
times, I hope we don’t lose that.”  
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In order to move away from the original conception of the Kit Kat Klub as a metaphor for the 
transformation of the German people from a destitute bunch to followers of the Nazi agenda, I 
had to consider the relationship of the audience to the event. For example, in the opening 
number “Wilkommen”, rather than casting the audience as spectators attending a cabaret with 
the focus on how the performers are “here to serve you,”95 I could emphasis the performers 
and audience members being in same community, all of them invited to “leave your troubles 
outside.”96 Rather than mainstream Berliners coming into a hyper-sexualized space to escape 
the blight of their everyday, I saw this more similar to contemporary LGBTQ+ people going to a 
queer bar to connect with like-minded people, seeking for connection in an unfriendly world. 
Prince’s 1966 production included actors as Kit Kat Klub patrons as part of the on-stage action 
who demonstrate a solipsistic lack of engagement with Sally Bowles as she performs her 
number “Cabaret”.97 Mendes continued this emphasis on the audience as entertainment-
seekers by setting up the theatre at Studio 58 as the Kit Kat Klub itself, with the audience sat at 
cabaret tables.98 In another telling description, James Leve writes, “the libidinous cabaret 
entertainment offers the Kit Kat Klub customers temporary respite from the restraints of daily 
life.”99 In my production, I wanted to re-orient the audience’s relationship so that they felt less 
like voyeurs and more like members of the community. 
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This conception, I realized, 
could be supported in a 
number of ways in our 
staging of the musical. For 
example, rather than 
reading Sally Bowles’ 
confessions in “Don’t Tell 
Mama” as titillating 
descriptions of sexual 
debauchery – “Mama / doesn’t even have an inkling / that I’m working in a nightclub / in a pair 
of lacey pants”100 – this song can be seen as a community talking about how their sex-positivity 
and queer identities are not welcome back home, but are in this space. As the ensemble sings, 
“let’s trust one another / keep this from my mother,”101 the joke is, sending up mom’s 
prejudices, every member of the family has a truth she doesn’t know about: “You can tell my 
brother / that ain’t grim / cause if he squeals on me / I’ll squeal on him,”102 a reference to a 
brother’s effeminacy, his rejection of gender norms and, possibly, homosexuality. This is, 
therefore, a song about how queerness is actually everywhere and that it is only societal ideas 
of propriety that keep people from being honest about who they are. Therefore, “Don’t Tell 
Mama” operates not as a voyeuristic glimpse of shameful divergent behavior, but rather a 
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Figure 2: "Don't Tell Mama." Sally Bowles (Yansa Fatima) and the Kit Kat Klub ensemble. Photo 
by Malloree Hill. 
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celebration of a space in which a community of people can be themselves, making fun of those 
who are prejudiced against the sex-positive and queer-friendly people around them. Supported 
by a historical understanding of the Weimar Berlin cabaret scene, which was accepting of 
sexuality and gender expressions uncommon in either Christopher Isherwood’s England or Cliff 
Bradshaw’s Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, this reading indicates why the space would be so 
attractive to the author and the character, and also helps ground this re-imagined casting of the 
audience as members of that same queer community. 
 
5. If You Could See Her 
 
Alongside re-intepreting the role of the audience in this queer utopic vision of Cabaret, I had to 
re-think the particular expressions of the characters and the world of the play. Importantly, at 
the center of any interpretation of Cabaret’s Kit Kat Klub is the character of the Emcee, just as it 
was for the conception of the musical in 1966. 
Since my preparation was driving the cabaret 
toward a queer utopic space engaged with a 
politics of resistance and solidarity, the Emcee 
would be the one holding this vision. This would 
certainly be in line with historical fact, for as 
Mizejewski points out in Divine Decadence, “The imagination and sexual energy of the cabarets, 
far from being precursors of Nazism or entertainment for the SA, as Fosse’s Cabaret insinuates, 
were actually points of resistance …. Cabaret humor often took on the Nazis as their target of 
Figure 3: Emcee (Emily Brown). Photo by Heidi Bohnenkamp. 
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satire.”103 In our production, this can best be illustrated by the number “If You Could See Her”, 
in which the Emcee sings and performs with a person disguised as a gorilla, singing, “If you 
knew her like I do / it would change your point of view”104 and at the end, “If you could see her 
through my eyes / she wouldn’t look Jewish at all.” 105 James Leve writes, “The emcee’s dancing 
and crooning give the appearance of a vaudeville turn, but the number is revealed at the end to 
be Nazi agitprop theater.”106 This is accurate to Prince’s original conception of the song, as 
“outside the plot, commenting on what was happening in real life,”107 as it follows the scene 
where Fraulein Schneider, afraid of the rise of the Nazis, breaks off her engagement with the 
Jewish Herr Schultz. In our vision, rather than being an anti-Semitic joke in which a Jewish 
woman is equated to a primate, it’s an indictment of those who equate a gorilla and a Jewish 
person. In this reading, the dehumanization of the Jews in Nazi-era Germany is appalling, and 
this is a camp way of satirizing this 
unconscionable behavior. With our Emcee 
played as a female-identified gender-bending 
“dyke”, as the queer actor Emily Brown liked to 
call her, and the gorilla performed by Bear 
Spiegel, a self-identified “queer Jew” who uses 
gender-neutral pronouns, certain lines of the 
song had new resonance in our production. 
 
103 Mizejewski, 27. 
104 Masteroff, Kander, Ebb, 76. 
105 Masteroff, Kander, Ebb, 77. 
106 Leve, 46. 
107 Great Performances. 
Figure 4: “If You Could See Her.” Emcee (Emily Brown) and Victor 
(Bear Spiegel) as ‘Gorilla’. Photo by Heidi Bohnenkamp. 
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Indeed, many queer people can relate to the experience described by “Yet when we’re walking 
together / they sneer if I’m holding her hand / But if they could see her through my eyes / 
Maybe they’d all understand.”108 With the queer context activated, the song’s appeal for “ein 
bisschen verständnis – a little understanding,”109 reads as a genuine plea for acceptance of 
difference. Additionally, the first time I saw a production of Cabaret was as an undergrad at 
Royal Holloway, University of London, I remember the actor playing the gorilla took off the 
mask just before the final line, forcing the audience to confront that character’s humanity. 
Rather than leaving it on as happens in the Fosse film and in the Mendes production, this was 
my inclination as well. In our Kit Kat Klub, the actor took off the mask and the two held hands at 
the end of the song, standing in solidarity and, at most performances, silence. 
 
Another important factor in regards to the underrepresented 
queerness of the musical is the sexuality of Cliff. While there are 
some similarities in the three versions regarding Cliff’s character 
arc from ‘asleep’ to ‘awake’, the sexuality of Cliff in the story 
offers up different readings of the piece overall. Leve comments 
that Cliff’s heterosexuality “might have made him a suitable 
male lead for audiences in 1966, but it rendered him a rather 
bland character.”110 As I have already indicated, Prince has since 
expressed regret over erasing the homosexuality of Cliff in the 
 
108 Masteroff, Kander, Ebb, 76. 
109 Masteroff, Kander, Ebb, 77. 
110 Leve, 47. 
Figure 5: Cliff Bradshaw (Andrew 
Gilliland). Photo by Heidi Bohnenkamp. 
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original version; however, he follows this up by stating that this was due to the times in which it 
was produced and suggest that the box office success of Cabaret vindicates this choice.111 In 
that original version, Cliff’s solo “Why Should I Wake Up?” includes the lines “Drifting in this 
euphoric state / morning can wait, / let it come late.”112 In the dramaturgy of the piece, these 
lines engage in a dialogue with the Nazi-inspired “Tomorrow Belongs to Me”, as it seems to 
imply his desire for Sally, informed by her feminine seductiveness, makes him blind to the 
realities of the world around him. In Prince’s Broadway revival of 1987, Cliff has moved to being 
bisexual and, in the song “Don’t Go”, Cliff sees Sally as “the only girl / and maybe my last 
chance …. when I finally fit in.”113 This song expresses the character’s desire for a respectable 
heteronormative life outside the gay world of Berlin, activating his inner conflict in ways that 
has informed later productions.  
 
By the time Sam Mendes directed the musical for 1998’s Broadway run, Cliff had lost even this 
song, the lead male character no longer having a solo. Rather, his new sexuality as a gay man is 
made explicit with the addition of text with the Kit Kat Klub character Bobby, with whom Cliff 
has had a rendezvous at the Nightingale Bar in London114 and with whom he shares a kiss;115 
however, his desire to escape his reality as a gay man, spurred on from a letter from his mother 
 
111 Prince, 137. 
112 Original Broadway Cast, “Why Should I Wake Up?,” Bert Convy (1966, Columbia 
Broadway Masterworks, track 9 on Cabaret, 1998), CD. 
113 John Kander, The Complete Cabaret Collection: Vocal Selections (Milwaukee, WI: 
Carlin America, 1998), 126. 
114 Masteroff, Kander, Ebb, 19. 
115 Masteroff, Kander, Ebb, 24. 
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in Pennsylvania,116 is a strong component of the story. When Sally announces her pregnancy, 
Cliff says to her: 
This could be the best thing that ever happened to us …. We’re drifting – We have no 
focus to our lives. A baby would make all the difference. I know it would to me. I’d get a 
job. I’d have to. I’d stay home nights: write the novel – wash the diapers – the whole bit! 
Listen, Sally – will you do one thing for me – please? At least – think about it – before 
you see the doctor…?117 
 
The reading of this text determines much about the frame of mind of the Cliff character. In a 
production where the pregnancy offers a glimpse of a respectable straight life that’s desirable 
to that interpretation of the characters, Cliff’s assessment of their Berlin lives as ‘drifting’ could 
be seen as sincere, where the vision of a child gives life meaning; In another interpretation, Cliff 
could be seen as delusional, the reality closer to Sally’s subsequent statement, following the 
abortion, that for a baby “to hold [them] together …[would be] a terrible burden for an 
infant.”118 Sally responds to Cliff’s proposal by singing “Maybe This Time”, with the lyrics “I’ll be 
home at last / not a loser anymore / … maybe this time I’ll win.”119 For Sally too, this can be 
interpreted in multiple ways. One option is 
as an honest expression of the ‘win’ their 
heterosexual pairing could offer. Alternately, 
Sally, who in my preparation was moving 
more and more toward a bisexual identity, 
this potentiality of making a family with Cliff 
 
116 Masteroff, Kander, Ebb, 49. 
117 Masteroff, Kander, Ebb, 54. 
118 Masteroff, Kander, Ebb, 91. 
119 Masteroff, Kander, Ebb, 54. 
Figure 6: Cliff Bradshaw (Andrew Gilliand) and Sally Bowles (Yansa 
Fatima). Photo by Malloree Hill. 
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offers an illusionary escape from being a ‘loser’ in a heteronormative culture, an escape that 
would ultimately fail, however, because of its inauthenticity. As Prince states in referring to his 
later desire to restore the gay subplot, “Cliff was gay and there was no future for him and 
Sally.”120 
 
Lee Edelman’s No Future: Queer Theory and the Death Drive is an applicable queer theory text 
for my preparation in regards to the character of Cliff. In a compelling intersection, the Nazi 
figuring of the child as the future of the Aryan race meets the dramatic role of the pregnancy in 
Cabaret, functioning as that which gives, for a time, the two lead characters a sense of 
meaningful future together. Edelman’s book is an investigation into the place of homosexuality 
in a heteronormative world where “the pervasive invocation of the Child [serves] as the 
emblem of futurity’s unquestioned value.”121 As Edelman, who writes primarily in regards to 
the male experience, notes, since gay cis men having sex together can never result in 
procreation, homosexuality is a negation of the social order, “for the social order exists to 
preserve … this universalized subject, this fantasmatic Child.”122 This relates closely to Muñoz’s 
claim that “queer citizen-subjects labor to live in a present that is calibrated through the 
protocols of state power, to sacrifice our liveness for ‘dead citizenship’ or heterosexuality.”123 
As Edelman posits, “queerness exposes the obliquity of our relation to what we experience in 
 
120 Prince, 138, emphasis mine. 
121 Lee Edelman, No Future: Queer Theory and the Death Drive (Durham: Duke University 
Press, 2004), 3-4. 
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and as social reality, alerting us to the fantasies structurally necessary in order to sustain it.”124 
Hence, a deep engagement with Cliff’s queer sexuality, restoring to the character the truth of 




The sexuality of the character of Cliff has evolved over time in part because Christopher 
Isherwood’s openness about his own sexuality also evolved. In Christopher and his Kind, 
published in 1976 as a revision of The Berlin Stories, Isherwood is open about his sexuality and 
the desires that brought him to Berlin. On the first page, Isherwood writes, “The book I am now 
going to write will be as frank and factual as I can make it, especially as far as I myself am 
concerned.”125 While Prince comments that “I heard [Isherwood] hated our version,”126 
fortunately for those producing the musical today, Isherwood’s 1976 book can be productive 
for a production of Cabaret that wrestles with the societal pressures placed on the character 
Cliff as a man in 1930s America. In the book, Chris, the narrator, says to himself: 
Couldn’t you get yourself excited by the shape of girls, too – if you worked hard at it? …. 
Well, it would be a lot more convenient for you, if you did. Then you wouldn’t have all 
these problems. Society would accept you. You wouldn’t be out of step with nearly 
everybody else. 
 
It was at this point in his self-examination that Christopher would become suddenly, 
blindly furious. Damn Nearly Everybody. Girls are what the state and the church and the 
law and the press and the medical profession endorse, and command me to desire. My 
mother endorses them, too. She is silently brutishly willing me to get married and breed 
grandchildren for her. Her will is the will of Nearly Everybody, and in their will is my 
 
124 Edelman, 6-7. 
125 Isherwood, 1. 
126 Prince, 138. 
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death. My will is to live according to my nature, and to find a place where I can be what I 
am …”127 
 
This extended quotation helps to background the anxiety alive in the character of Cliff, 
grounding both his desire for a queer community in which he can live according to his ‘nature’, 
but also for the ‘endorsement’ of his society. This provides the rationale behind a reading in 
which Cliff, in his struggle to navigate his own sexuality and the pressures to conform to his 
culture, emerges from the story not as a hero but as one who hides from his own truth and 
abandons a welcoming queer community at its moment of greatest need. For Prince, Fraulein 
Schneider’s song “What Would You Do?” is the moment when he moves from being a ‘camera’ 
to being an active member in the events of the play, “shamed … into waking up and doing 
something”: 128 selling his typewriter, buying train tickets to Paris and planning for a journey 
back to the United States, to escape the encroaching danger of the Nazis and provide for his 
new family of Sally and their expected child. A queer reading, instead, indicates that this line of 
thinking will ultimately fail because it denies the truth of Cliff’s sexuality and, with this view, the 
conventional dramaturgy seems to celebrates the character who fearfully runs away instead of 
standing with his community. In light of this, it seemed fruitful to imagine Sally, rather than 
Cliff, as the hero(ine) of the story.  
 
In a way, this is to end where I began my work. For me, the characterization of Sally Bowles, 
from Isherwood’s The Berlin Stories, the I Am A Camera adaptations, in all previous versions of 
Cabaret, and in Christopher and His Kind, always came across as misogynistic, clichéd, and 
 
127 Isherwood, 11-12. 
128 Leve, 43. 
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deeply unsympathetic. Sally Bowles was based on the real-life figure of Jean Ross,129 who did 
live in Berlin at the same time as Isherwood – but that seems to be where the similarities end. 
Linda Mizejewski indicates how, in the case of Sally Bowles, the conflation of femininity and 
fascism, like that of queerness and fascism, may be rooted in attempt in the West to explain 
away Nazism as irresistible decadent spectacle:  
The character Sally Bowles [in I Am A Camera], coded as dangerous female sexuality, 
operates as an oblique alignment of female (or transvestite) eroticism with fascism, not 
as part of the narrative per se but as part of a didactic trajectory contending with the 
question our culture faced after Auschwitz: How could any “normal” person become a 
Nazi? This question is central to the postwar constructions of Sally Bowles, in which 
political difference is inscribed as sexual difference, and the grounds of the question 
become male intellect versus female materiality, a positioning of the “innocent” 
British/American intellectual against the decadence of Weimar Berlin.130 
 
Jean Ross, who, according to her daughter “never liked [Isherwood’s] Goodbye to Berlin, nor 
felt any sense of identity with the character of Sally Bowles,”131 followed her time in Berlin by 
“[returning] to London and [getting] involved with serious left-wing politics, partially in 
response to growing fascist sentiment in Great Britain.”132 As her daughter states, “when the 
Spanish war came and the fascists were bombing Madrid, it was [Ross], not Isherwood, who 
was there to report it.”133 Ross, unlike her fictionalization as Sally Bowles, went on to be an 
anti-fascist activist, a long distance from the portrayal offered in conventional productions of 
the musical Cabaret. For example, Sam Mendes has her snort cocaine in her dressing room the 
 
129 Mizejewski, 37. 
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first time we see her alone on stage.134 However, the boldest intervention Mizejewski makes in 
her study is to suggest, 
My point of departure in this analysis is both a resistance to the conflation of the 
historical Jean Ross with the character – resistance to the analysis of “Sally Bowles” as 
“person” – and, at the same time, an insistence on the impact of Ross as one of the 
conditions in the construction of what has become a powerful and long-sustained 
cultural artifact.135 
 
To me, this suggests that, regardless of the work these men have done in shaping this female 
character to suit their storytelling purposes, there remains a trace of the original inspiration. It 
is this inspiration, the real-life antifascist activism of Jean Ross, that we used as the basis for our 
production’s Sally Bowles. 
 
In their conceptions of the character of Sally, Isherwood and Prince seem to agree on one thing: 
the significance of the abortion to her story, illegal at the time of the book’s publication. 
Isherwood wrote, “It seems to me that Sally, without the abortion sequence, would just be a 
silly little capricious bitch…. The whole idea of the study is to show that even the greatest 
disasters leave a person like Sally essentially unchanged.”136 For Prince, the song “Cabaret”, the 
song she sings upon her return to the Kit Kat Klub at the end, was the character’s dramatic 
journey toward deciding to have an abortion.137 Indeed, Prince articulates his staging idea for 
“Cabaret” by saying this is the moment when “Sally Bowles leaves the real world, walks through 
a Mylar curtain into the unreal Limbo world.”138 As Leve described this ‘Limbo’ as “a purely 
 
134 Mendes. 
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psychological or mental space … to represent the German mind,”139 this seems to imply that 
her personal decision as a woman is the central event in this metaphoric portrayal of a time of 
moral failure. In Sam Mendes’ production, after returning to the Kit Kat Klub, Sally Bowles 
suffers a complete break-down while performing “Cabaret”, succumbing to her illusions and 
distancing herself from a reality where the dominate order has been overturned.140 As 
described by Keith Garebian in The Making of Cabaret, “In her number, the stage disappears, 
the musicians vanish, and Sally is left in a solitary spotlight, singing of joyful escape while rooted 
only to a dream world. The title song is ironically a celebration of illusion.”141 Sally is closing her 
eyes to the future – and the German mind is succumbing to Nazism.  
 
However, I saw the trajectory of Sally differently. In our version, Sally leaves the apartment she 
shares with Cliff, in which he has just ordered her, “don’t move – or better yet, start packing”142 
for their long journey together to the United 
States, and returns to the Kit Kat Klub. Once 
there, she discovers it has been raided by Nazi 
forces and the Emcee is alone, beaten and left 
for dead on the floor.  She helps the Emcee 
up, and is shortly joined by other members of 
the Kit Kat Klub ensemble in supporting the 
 
139 Leve, 42. 
140 Mendes. 
141 Garebian, 36. 
142 Masteroff, Kander, Ebb, 83. 
Figure 7: “I Don’t Care Much.” Emcee (Emily Brown). Photo by 
Heidi Bohnenkamp. 
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Emcee. Cliff appears. While Sally Bowles and other members of the Kit Kat Klub are helping the 
Emcee up the stairs, Cliff, his patriarchal heteronormative plan under threat, throws hateful 
words at her: “You only got this job, any job, by fucking someone.”143 Sally, seeing the truth 
that there is no heteronormative future available for her and Cliff, turns from him and he leaves 
the club. She then offers a song of solidarity to her community. At this time of crisis, rather than 
disappearing, she sings, “What 
good is sitting alone in your 
room? / Come hear the music 
play / Life is a cabaret, old chum 
/ Come to the cabaret.”144 A 
song of invitation, “Cabaret” 
functions in my vision as a 
rallying song that gathers a 
community together.  
 
In the song, Sally sings: “I used to have a girlfriend known as Elsie / with whom I shared four 
sordid rooms in Chelsea / she wasn’t what you’d call a blushing flower / As a matter of fact she 
rented by the hour.”145 This description ends with the death of Elsie. For me, Sally’s text “But 
when I saw her laid out like a queen”146 recalled to my mind an image of Candy Darling, a trans 
 
143 Masteroff, Kander, Ebb, 85. 
144 Masteroff, Kander, Ebb, 87. 
145 Masteroff, Kander, Ebb, 87. 
146 Masteroff, Kander, Ebb, 87. 
Figure 8: “Cabaret.” Sally Bowles (Yansa Fatima) and the Kit Kat Klub ensemble. Photo by 
Malloree Hill. 
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female actor who had worked with Andy Warhol. Candy Darling died in 1974 from lymphoma at 
the age of 29, and was photographed on her deathbed by Peter Hujar.147 In my preparing, I was 
looking for queer references that we could use in the story, to enrich the sense that we are a 
community with a history and not simply a metaphor for fascist spectacle, especially our trans 
ancestors who were present at the Stonewall Riots. Candy Darling wrote in a letter for Warhol 
and his followers, "Unfortunately before my 
death I had no desire left for life ... I am just so 
bored by everything. You might say bored to 
death.”148 The fabulousness of this goodbye 
letter, its camp sense of humor at the bleakest 
of moments – ‘bored to death’ – recalls how 
queerness often figures humor and self-
performance as survival mechanisms: as Sally 
Bowles sings, “She was the happiest corpse I’d 
ever seen.”149 
 
This approach to the climax of Sally Bowles’ storyline indicates a significant departure from 
conventional readings of the character. Sally leaves the Kit Kat Klub at the top of the show after 
having demonstrated sexual desire for all genders in our staging of “Don’t Tell Mama” and 
“Mein Herr.” She exhibits similarities with Cliff’s own complicated feelings about sexuality and 
 
147 “Candy Darling,” Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Candy_Darling. 
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Figure 9: "Candy Darling on her Deathbed" by Peter Hujar. 
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desires to wish to try a conventional 
heteronormative life, having doubts that this 
queer community is for her. Perhaps marriage 
and children is the way to go? Her pregnancy 
makes this vision possible for the two of 
them; but they soon recognize that this 
arrangement will only bring misery for 
themselves and the child. After she chooses to have an abortion, she goes back to the Kit Kat 
Klub, realizing where she actually wants to be: in a radical queer space that is both home and 
revolution.  
 
As the period for my preparation was coming to a close in August 2019, upon completing Sefton 
Delmer’s fascinating Weimar Germany, I was struck, that late Wednesday night in Butler library, 
by the responsibly of doing this show. Of the stories we are telling, of the times to which we are 
referring. A horrible time in human history, where the failures of democracy met a period of 
destitution met a ruined people – a seemingly perfect storm that made way for the atrocities of 
the Second World War. And yet, are we not living through a period of similar upheavals? I felt 
the responsibility of the fact that the end result of this story is that this queer space was 
destroyed, the Nazis took over and millions died. Was it the case that no one saw it coming 
Figure 10: "Mein Herr." Sally Bowles (Yansa Fatima) and Bobby 
(Jaya Joshi). Photo by Heidi Bohnenkamp. 
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until it was too late? As Hal Prince, who 
passed away at the end of July 2019,150 
stated on that first rehearsal day over fifty 
years ago, which unfortunately remains 




6. Perfectly Marvelous 
 
However, the question remained: can I direct a musical? Telling stories through song and dance 
would be new for me, as I have focused in my work on the finer details of acting. The small 
reality of lived moments between people is what attracts me in the theater; I love watching 
people think. But that’s not necessarily what musicals do best. Rather, like Shakespeare is 
thought-in-action, they are emotion-in-song. While I feel confident in my abilities when 
approaching a devised piece or straight play, the technical challenges of a full-length musical 
are much greater, so taking this on while a student felt like the appropriate time for these risks. 
The building of an outstanding creative team to best realize the work became of paramount 
importance so that the skills I lack or need to develop can be supported by collaborators. Not 
 
150 Bruce Webber, “Hal Prince, Giant of Broadway and Reaper of Tonys, Dies at 91,” New 
York Times, July 21, 2019, https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/31/theater/hal-prince-
dead.html. 
 
Figure 11: "What Would You Do?" Cliff (Andrew Gilliland), Fraulein 
Schneider (Reya Sehgal), and Sally Bowles (Yansa Fatima). Photo by 
Heidi Bohnenkamp. 
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only did it appear that this production would include my boldest directorial intervention to 
date, but it also meant navigating multiple collaborative relationships.  
 
First up, Josh Brown, a Columbia MFA Dramaturgy student and a musical director in his own 
right, came on board as Dramaturg and our conversations about the overall vision of the 
production, which served as check-ins through the journey, began. I also approached Sean 
Anthony Chia to be the Producer. He had been the producer on Our Town, and his knowledge 
of musical theater prior to starting the Columbia MFA in Theatre Management & Producing 
program would be invaluable in this process. Through my Columbia networks, I was able to 
meet with a number of Music Directors to speak about the project and my concept thus far. 
Through this process, I learned about the Music Director’s role and responsibilities in a musical 
rehearsal process, and began to imagine how I could collaborate along the way. I was very 
fortunate to connect with Sean Pallatroni, who had completed the New York University Tisch 
School of the Arts Graduate Musical Theatre Writing program. He was enthusiastic about my 
vision and spoke confidently to what his duties would be in the process and our joint 
responsibilities regarding storytelling through song. I approached Cristina (Cha) Ramos, another 
colleague in Columbia’s Dramaturgy concentration, with whom I had worked as intimacy 
designer on my production of The Seagull, about the role of Choreographer; she accepted this 
opportunity to craft the movement vocabulary of the piece (her full title in the program was 
Movement Director and Violence and Intimacy Designer). Designers too came on board: Set 
Designer Anna Driftmier, whose work I had admired in Isabelle Kettle’s Columbia MFA Thesis 
Production of Machinal; Lighting Designer Nic Vincent, with whom I had collaborated on a 
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workshop production of Saga Collectif’s Black Boys in Toronto prior to his MFA at Yale 
University’s School of Drama, and Sound Designer Max Silverman and Costume Designer 
Isabelle Tabet, both new colleagues. Production Stage Manager Ada Zhang, for whom this 
would be her MFA Stage Management Thesis Production, came on board with plenty of musical 
theatre experience, just coming off of a tour as Company Manager of Matilda in China. As I 
began to engage with this creative team, I realized the trick to directing a musical: surround 
yourself with brilliant people.  
 
As I look back at the process, my work with these collaborators happened primarily through 
dialogue, which provided invaluable opportunities for me to refine via articulation the vision I 
had for this production, to come to realizations of how to realize the work. With the 
preparation behind me, the work began to find the means to turn my ideas about the show into 
practical decisions about design, staging, and musical arrangement in collaboration with each 
department, a months-long process of translation that happened over in-depth conversations. 
Each of the core creative team collaborators resonated with different elements of my 
description of the world of the play. I especially wanted to use this rare opportunity in the 
context of the Columbia MFA Theatre Directing program to continue to develop my approach 
to collaborating with designers, learning what is useful to speak to and what to leave open, so 
that their contributions are in line with the central vision I was bringing but also providing space 
for them to bring their artistry and originality to the work.  
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An early curiosity in regards to the set design for this queer utopic vision was a literal 
interpretation of Harold Prince’s ‘Limbo’, limbo being an idea of a liminal space that echoes the 
origins of the word ‘utopia’, which combines Greek words to literally mean “no place.”151 This 
seemed to be an obvious link between 
the original conception’s idea of 
‘Limbo’ and my re-vision of the work 
which took shape as Driftmier’s 
design proposal of a grand staircase 
connecting the balcony and the deck 
of the stage, the whole set therefore a 
liminal space between then and now, 
here and there. A conversation with Tabet sparked a value for the costume design of bridging 
the historically specific setting of Weimar Berlin – a requirement from the rights holders – with 
fashions that express a contemporary sex-positive queer fabulousness: androgynous styles, 
gender role play, and fetish/BDSM 
gear such as harnesses and handcuffs. 
With Pallatroni, as I felt I had a lot to 
learn in the area of music direction, I 
would ask every question that came to 
mind, even if I felt embarrassed, to 
 
151  “Utopia,” Merriam-Webster, accessed 10 April 2020, https://www.merriam-
webster.com/dictionary/utopia. 
 
Figure 12: Set Design by Anna Driftmier. Lighting Design by Nic Vincent. Photo by 
Heidi Bohnenkamp. 
Figure 13: Fritzie (Teagan Rabuano). Costume Design by Isabelle 
Tabet. Photo by Malloree Hill. 
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best know how to connect our different perspectives on the material with a shared overall 
vision. However, because I did have some strong ideas of how this production would be shifting 
away from a more conventional reading, I knew that the top of the show had to surprise the 
audience’s expectations and bridge the real space of the Lenfest Theatre and the Kit Kat Klub, 
while the ending needed to move away from the heavy-handed intimations of disaster found in 
the orchestration of Mendes’ production and instead offer a glimpse of utopia. I gave Pallatroni 
a lot of freedom, but also worked to take the lead in music rehearsals when it was given to me.  
 
Ramos and I worked to find an original 
approach to the movement in the show, 
as Bob Fosse’s choreography in the film 
version is so closely associated with 
Cabaret that there’s a desire to lean into 
this – indeed, it’s difficult not to. In our 
early conversations, we circled around 
contemporary dance styles that inspired 
us in their queerness, gender fluidity, and positive sex-forward movement. This came in the 
form of sharing music videos and Ramos taking dance classes (i.e. strip-tease, hip hop), then 
jamming on ideas in the studio. In regards to the dramaturgy, our collaboration functioned with 
Brown as the memory of the development of this specific vision of the musical. Starting early in 
the preparation, these conversations provided a necessary outlet in regards to all the other 
ongoing collaborations, to find a coherence to them, to track where I was in the process and 
Figure 14: Frenchie (Suz Fyodorov) and Victor (Bear Spiegel). Photo by 
Malloree Hill. 
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how the ideas had advanced. In all of these cases, it was a matter of feeling confident that the 
creative team was sharing the same vision, and then trusting them in their positions.  
 
With the team assembled and auditions around the corner, to test whether my preparation 
would hold up in the soon-to-begin rehearsals, on August 13 I invited Ramos, Pallatroni and 
Brown to a Listening Party, an idea sparked in a conversation with the dramaturg as a means to 
get us all on the same page. We got together over some cheese, crackers and wine and, starting 
at the beginning of the soundtrack, went chronologically through the show, choosing favorite 
recordings for different tracks as we went, pausing where appropriate to discuss how our new 
reading of the piece would shift the interpretation of a character, scene or song. I asked if 
anyone had ever done anything like this, and they said no; but as we were doing quite a radical 
interpretation without changing a line in the text, this was a time to test whether it all held up 
dramaturgically. Sometimes it was as simple as changing the intention behind a line from ironic 
to sincere or vice versa, and other times it was more interventionist in the way it asked that we 
swap sympathies between the two lead characters so that Sally is the activist hero who stands 
by her community, while Cliff, trapped in his own fear, runs away at the end. While they go 
through a stage of both wanting to move away from the community of the Kit Kat Klub, their 
end points are basically diametrically opposed to conventional readings. This evening turned 
out to be very useful in that it emboldened us as a team in regards to the integrity of our vision, 
and, as we were a week away from auditions, sharing a concept of the characters proved to be 
extremely beneficial for the decisions ahead of us. And while my work with the creative team 
was far from over, the foundational work of getting in sync was complete. At this point, 
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therefore, I felt confident that all the collaborators were on the same page as I and that my 
interpretational preparation would hold up in regards to the text. We could then turn our 
attention to the next phase: casting.  
 
We gathered to determine how best to articulate the project in our audition posting in order to 
attract the diverse and engaged performers with whom we wanted to craft this vision of a 
queer utopia. It became very clear to us that we must be considerate in how we worded the 
postings so that those who submitted knew what they were getting into, to opt in or out 
depending on their resonance with the project description. Given the budget of a Columbia 
MFA Theatre Directing Thesis Production, in regards to our (in)ability to adequately pay artists, 
if one can’t build a cast based on age-appropriateness or on training, how does one decide to 
go about the process of building a team of performers? How does one discern what is needed 
from the people auditioning to arrive at the most coherent articulation of the director’s vision? 
I think in this way the Columbia program demands creative thinking and self-negotiation from a 
director as they articulate what it is they are seeking for in the cast, and in our case, for 
budgetary reasons, we decided to cast only non-Actors’ Equity of America (AEA) performers. I 
knew that, as we would not be able to provide an adequate artist fee for the performers 
involved in the show, their compensation for taking part in this project must come in another 
form. To use a capitalist term, I felt they must ‘buy-in’ to the vision of the show, whereby they 
invest in the production because they feel their contributions are valued. Also, to queer the 
usual hierarchy of theatre production, we wanted to be clear that our acting company would be 
expected to collaborate on the vision, so we required people who would step forward and offer 
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a point of view. Especially since our production aimed to bring in a diverse range of performers, 
including performers of color and trans/gender-non-confirming actors, we did not want to 
tokenize or exploit these artists’ experiences or bodies in any way. In our audition call, we 
clearly stated that we were “actively seeking diversity of every kind and in every role; trans, 
gender non-conforming, queer, and otherwise marginalized artists of every ethnicity and race 
are particularly encouraged to audition” for this “collaborative approach to Cabaret that 
celebrates community and welcomes difference.”152 This was posted to Backstage.com, a 
popular site for auditions, and on Playbill.com. In both cases, our producer Chia also created 
special targeted audition calls to help increase the number of trans-identified artists and actors 
of color applying, to the extent that certain white cis gender performers told us they thought 
they could not audition for our production because they didn’t want to take the place of trans 
or gender-non-conforming artists.  
 
We went through our casting process August 15 – 20, from first round to callbacks, and it was a 
remarkable experience. For me, it was the first time that I was involved as a director in 
auditions for a musical, which are more complicated than those for a straight play or for the 
other projects I have directed at Columbia, and in this case I would need to learn from others 
involved with the project what skills we required from the actors. Chia, who had trained in 
musical theater and has much more experience in this realm than I do, organized the auditions: 
We would meet the actors in a first round where they would bring in a song and a monologue 
and possibly present a selection from the show, then a callback with show-specific songs and 
 
152 Appendix B. 
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scenes plus a dance call with Ramos. Pallatroni was present in the room the whole time to 
provide accompaniment, listen and offer his input along the way. During the first round, I 
realized I was focusing more on the monologue as, that way, I could discern better the actor’s 
response to direction. However, as time progressed, I could offer an adjustment to a song. 
Having established my take on the show, I gained confidence through the audition process that 
I had a strong handle on what I was looking for. Overall, I observed that while the skill set might 
be broader when it comes to casting a musical – singing ability and skill as a dancer, both on top 
of their talent as an actor – the main element in all of these areas that needs to be present is 
storytelling. What I am looking for as a director in an audition is a performer’s availability to 
being authentically open to and honestly affected by the material. In the context of a musical, 
this can be text from a book scene, a lyric in a song, or a piece of choreography. And I didn’t 
necessarily know this when I went into auditions, but I certainly learned it by the time we were 
finished.  
 
Equally important to the required skill set needed to perform in a musical was a readiness to 
invest in our vision for the show. For the call-backs, I prepared a brief one-pager restating what 
we had noted in the online posting about the values of this production, while also outlining, in 
regards to the potential for sexual content, nudity, and intimacy, that “we are committed to 
centering consent, actor autonomy, collaboration, and joy as we create this world together.… 
Any actor’s boundaries or level of comfort with nudity, intimacy, or violence will be respected 
and upheld and will not affect casting.”153 This is why we organized the auditions in two rounds: 
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the first to meet and see the performers’ skill set, and the callback included a chance for us to 
re-articulate what we’re envisioning and for them to share how they might wish to contribute. I 
was seeking for a personal investment in the vision and goals of this queer reading of Cabaret, 
where LGBTQ+ identities and aesthetics would be central to this production. Therefore, people 
were self-selecting for the project in regards to their own identification and proximity to this 
vision. This provided for some very interesting responses in the room when I would frequently 
ask the question, “What draws you to Cabaret?”, meaning both the Kander and Ebb musical, 
but also this particular production. Wonderfully, many auditioners spoke to both: their love of 
the piece as a classic yet innovative musical theatre event, while also excited about this queer 
utopic reading bringing forward what was always there but had been emphasized 
problematically. We heard from actors who never thought they’d be considered for the roles 
for which they were called back, due to their gender identity and/or presentation, or due to an 
impression that only cis females that are thin, young and white are welcome in musical theater. 
Others spoke to their personal journey with their own sexual and gender identity, and that 
finding a communal space in which to express themselves in these areas through their beloved 
medium of theater would be greatly meaningful. Once in rehearsals, many spoke about how 
they felt the vibe of the show in the audition process and wanted to be part of it, something I 
also tried to reinforce at the first rehearsal.154 Since an audition process is equally the 
auditioning of the performers for the project as it is the production for the actors, auditioners 
had to discern whether our creative team could responsibly hold the complexities and nuances 
of the radically welcoming queer utopic vision we talked about. 
 
154 Appendix D. 




As I’ve stated earlier, I came to Columbia having worked extensively in collective 
creation/devised theater, and I suspect it’s my past experience in these realms that make me 
want to emphasis collaboration in my work. I’m bored by theater in which I can’t feel a 
conviction of why it is they’re doing what they do, or productions that are overly clever or feel 
like they’re too much about ambition. For me, there has to be a personal reason – might I say 
spiritual reason? – that brings these people together to tell this story at this time. I have had 
moments of feeling self-conscious in regards to this inclination, because: is the work then not 
professional but rather community theater? Meaning: is it more for the people involved that it 
is for the audience? In the case of Cabaret, I believe: No; we created such a unique theatrical 
event, fueled by this personal conviction, that an audience couldn’t help but be drawn in. I do 
wonder how this creative-thinking-due-to-limited-resources sets Columbia directors up post-
graduation, when (hopefully) they have the necessary supports, but for Cabaret this brought 
together a unique and diverse group of talented and invested performers to tell this story.  
 
7. Tomorrow Belongs To Me 
 
Once we had gone through the auditions, I could more astutely consider the political and social 
relationships between characters, with the performers bringing to the parts a richness we could 
not have anticipated. The make-up of this (or any) cast is determined by who accepts the roles, 
thereby informing the social and political relationships between the characters in the bodies of 
these specific actors. In casting, the conception of this world that I had developed during my 
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preparation met the living human beings who would bring it to life, and this required an 
accountability that provided space for us as a creative team to learn. While I have already 
discussed how my preparation adjusted the conventional readings of the main characters of 
Sally, Cliff, and the Emcee, the next step was to see how these ideas met flesh and blood 
humans.  
 
Since many of the activists at the Stonewall uprising 
were people of color, including trans women, 
finding a queer woman of color to play Sally Bowles 
was a chance to nod at this historical fact. Indeed, 
the casting of Yansa Fatima, a queer-identified 
African-American woman, offered our production 
another chance to work against erroneous portrayals of the queer community in mass media, 
not only Visconti’s The Damned as previously described, but in more recent films such as 
Roland Emmerich’s 2015 Stonewall, in which, as the review in Vanity Fair states, we “see a 
[B]lack character hand Danny a brick so [the white cis lead character] Danny can be the first to 
throw it and the first to cheer ‘Gay power!’”155 Many accounts of the Stonewall riots point out 
that it was a very diverse crowd that night and, as writer Mark Segal, who was present on June 
28, 1969, commented, “Ultimately, the controversial trailer for the film [Stonewall] showed 
 
155 Richard Lawson, “Stonewall Is Terribly Offensive, and Offensively Terrible,” Vanity 
Fair, September 22, 2015, https://www.vanityfair.com/hollywood/2015/09/stonewall-review-
roland-emmerich. 
Figure 15: "Maybe This Time." Sally Bowles (Yansa 
Fatima). Photo by Malloree Hill. 
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what was important to the film: the story of a boy from pure, white-bread America, a boy who 
is made into the hero of the film. Yes, there were plenty of people like him in the real-life gay 
rights movement. But a movement stands not just on the shoulders of one, but of many.”156 
This is why diversity in the leading roles, especially for our new activist reading of Sally Bowles, 
was so important. Simultaneously, it made sense to our creative team that the actor playing 
Cliff be a white cis gender male, to emphasis the story that in the LGBTQ+ community, white cis 
gay men retain elements of the privilege they hold in 
our white-supremist, patriarchal world, and many seek 
out the ‘endorsement’ of mainstream culture and do 
not support the struggles of those queer people of 
color around them, which often includes intersections 
with class. Andrew Gilliland was willing to take on this 
role and its complications.  
 
As for the Emcee, through the auditions we found the best person for the job – in our case, 
Emily Brown, a white lesbian woman who offered a read that moved away from a 
characterization of aggression (Alan Cumming) or lechery (Joel Grey) toward a much more 
caring figure who looked after the welfare of the members of the Kit Kat Klub ensemble. 
Indeed, as reviewer Riva Weinstein wrote of our production, “[The Emcee] invites us to her club 
 
156 Mark Segal, “I was at the Stonewall riots. The movie Stonewall gets everything 
wrong,” PBS Newshour, September 23, 2015, https://www.pbs.org/newshour/arts/stonewall-
movie. 
Figure 16: Cliff Bradshaw (Andrew Gilliland). Photo by 
Heidi Bohnenkamp. 
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with open arms and a knife behind her back, just in case we try 
anything on the dancers,”157 providing a rich reflection of how 
lesbians were caretakers of gay men during the HIV/AIDS crisis 
of the late 20th century. The relationship between the Emcee 
and the Kit Kat Klub ensemble is one that brings together 
these queer outsiders in a socio-political connection that 
provides strength and community in the face of catastrophic 
forces that are raging outside and threatening to tear 
everything apart. Their bonds are personal, starting from a 
place of identity, and then become stronger as they edge into the political realm as an activist 
resistance group. Therefore, crafting an ensemble that embodied the wide variety of identities 
within the 21st century queer community was important, as this meant we could bring a rich set 
of representations to the stage, sharing an 
accurate reflection of our community. 
Featuring trans and gender-non-conforming 
performers and people of color in the 
ensemble, it was also important that there 
were Jewish members of the company to 
ensure that even in our radical queer 
 
157 Riva Weinstein, “Queer Utopia And Catastrophe Collide In MFA Directing Thesis: 




Figure 17: "Wilkommen." Emcee (Emily 
Brown). Photo by Malloree Hill. 
Figure 18: "Mein Herr." Kit Kat Klub ensemble. Photo by 
Malloree Hill. 
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reimaging, the anti-Semitic angle of the Nazis hatred was not disappeared, a value thereafter 
re-iterated by members of our cast throughout the process.  
 
This value also pertained to the character of Herr Schultz, played by a Jewish woman, Molly 
Balk, creating a compelling interaction between actor and character, for while the pronouns 
remained male in the text, the image created on stage was one of an interracial same-sex 
couple. Frau Schneider, as played by Reya 
Sehgal, an actor of South Asian descent, brought 
another layer to the production as the pressures 
facing a non-white immigrant character to resist 
or conform to the will of the Nazis in order to 
survive was all that much more heightened. And 
while both characters (but perhaps not the 
actors) are at an age when they may not expect anything in the romance department, Schultz is 
more willing to push for them to come together: “You hesitate because you have never been 
married. It frightens you. But believe me, it can work wonders.”158 For Schneider and Schultz, 
however, their love is greatly challenged by the political environment in which they find 
themselves. Because Schultz is Jewish-German, he is made a target for the Nazi’s anti-Semitic 
rhetoric. At their engagement party, when Ernst and Fraulein Kost sing a chilling reprise of 
“Tomorrow Belongs To Me”, the anti-Semitic nature of their environment is revealed, and 
 
158 Masteroff, Kander, Ebb, 63. 
Figure 19: "It Couldn't Please Me More." Frau Schneider (Reya 
Sehgal) and Herr Schultz (Molly Balk). Photo by Heidi Bohnenkamp. 
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Schneider decides she must pull away from Schultz, needing to protect what she has in this 
uncertain times. The next morning, she struggles to find the words: “If the Nazis come to power 
… I need a license to rent my rooms. If they take it away …”159 And so, the relationship between 
Schultz and Schneider, due to the way that Schneider reacts to the political pressure from 
outside, collapses. Her final line in the play 
(after challenging Cliff with “What would you 
do?”160) is: “I regret – everything.”161 While we 
don’t know how Schneider’s story concludes, 
The play also doesn’t tell us what will happen 
to Schultz at the end of the play, when he exits, 
saying: “Mazel [Luck] … That is what we all 
need.”162 But most likely, it seems, he will end up in a concentration camp.  
 
The character Ernst was played as a gay man by Jacob Michael, a white trans man, and in his 
portrayal illustrated the way that the proto-Nazi movements of the Männerbund organizations 
attracted homosexuals to their ranks as Ernst abandons the queer space of the Kit Kat Klub for 
the masculinist leanings of the Nazi party. However, as history tells us, his days are numbered. 
His only ally turns out to be Fraulein Kost, played by Emily Martinez, a straight white woman. 
Kost is written as a comic yet bleak character that makes her living by prostituting herself to 
 
159 Masteroff, Kander, Ebb, 74. 
160 Masteroff, Kander, Ebb, 80. 
161 Masteroff, Kander, Ebb, 81. 
162 Masteroff, Kander, Ebb, 89. 
Figure 20: Herr Schultz (Molly Balk) and Fraulein Schneider (Reya 
Sehgal). Photo by Heidi Bohnenkamp. 
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German soldiers and sailors. In our production, rather than judging her for being a sex worker, 
she is doing what she must to survive in impossible times, which for her includes becoming a 
Nazi sympathizer. Rather than simply a comic relief character as she is written, our portrayal 
gives this character a greater degree of 
realism and empathy, even as she makes 
bad choices. The system has failed her. And 
when options are limited, how can we know 
the right one? Cabaret provides a window 
into the ultimately self-destructive outcomes 





In turning to the world of the play and its particular expression in this queer production, early 
on I landed upon a desire to create a contemporary or slightly futuristic context through which 
we recognize our current world on stage. I felt there was no need for elements such as 
Swastikas, because these were spoken of in the text, and did not need to appear as giant 
banners upstage of the action, which seemed to me a trope of stagings of Cabaret. Similarly, in 
early dramaturgical conversations, I was curious about less temporally-specific and more 
theatrical means to provide resonances via the power of metaphor. For example, I was curious 
about finding alternate means to stage “If You Could See Her” (as the script does not 
Figure 21: "Tomorrow Belongs To Me (Reprise)." Ernst (Jacob Michael) 
and Fraulein Kost (Emily Martinez). Photo by Heidi Bohnenkamp. 
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specifically indicate a Gorilla costume) and new ways of representing violence in the play (i.e., 
when the brick is thrown through the window of Herr Schultz’s fruit store). In my earliest vision 
that leaned heavily into a metaphoric reading, the production had a meta-theatrical layer: a 
group of young queer people coming together in an abandoned and broken-down theater 
space to perform Cabaret as a means of creating community and solidarity in the face of an 
oppressive outside. Located slightly in the future, where the effects of isolationist nationalism 
and environmental degradation have produced a much less livable planet, this itinerate group 
of survivors arrive in a disused black-box studio and put on the musical for each other. I was 
inspired by pieces like Anne Washburn’s Mr. Burns: A Post-Electric Play, which reuse cultural 
material (The Simpsons) as a means to survive in apocalyptic times, or the self-conscious 
theatricality of We Are Proud To Present… by Jackie Sibblies Drury. And while I found this initial 
idea compelling, it raised the question: who is the audience, and how did they get there? The 
Kit Kat Klub scenes in the 1998 version of Cabaret are directly addressing the audience and the 
philosophy of the piece seems to demand this, which means that I would have to cast the 
audience as members of the production. However, this concept I’ve described above doesn’t 
have an audience in the room; rather, it necessitates the lack of an audience. Therefore, I had 
to move on from this idea. However, I believe this meta-theatrical concept got buried in the 
production: we, the people putting on the play, are this meta-theatrical layer, we are the young 
queer people using this classic musical as a source of solitary and community, and that the 
audience is invited in as members of that same community. This was all in line with realizing 
this queer utopic vision to its fullest. 
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Fulfilling a queer approach to the work means queering the usual hierarchical dynamics of a 
conventional theatre process. When seeking to create a context that supports a greater degree 
of personal investment, no matter what the compensation, I believe there must be a great 
degree of accountability from the creative team to the cast. And this was an ongoing process – 
in which we, at points, fell short. At an early technical rehearsal, in the theater for the first time, 
when our cast met the technical crew with whom we would be working from that point on, I 
failed to hold the space for individual introductions, including people’s pronouns, to help create 
a shared work environment that extended our radical queer welcome from the rehearsal hall 
into the theater. This had unfortunate consequences, for during that first tech rehearsal, 
members of our cast were repeatedly misgendered by the staff and crew at Lenfest’s Flexible 
Theatre Space. As director, I only became aware of this at the end of the night’s rehearsal, and 
Chia, Ramos, and I knew we needed to respond quickly and decisively. Chia drafted an email to 
the backstage crew and Lenfest staff that included a document with each performers’ 
headshot, name and pronouns to be printed and distributed, and also encouragement to ask 
rather than assume pronouns or, failing that, simply use someone’s first name.  
 
We followed this up with a full cast in-person conversation at the next evening’s rehearsal 
where I apologized for this shortcoming, explained what actions we were taking, and opened 
the floor to a community conversation. This is where we heard from cast members on the 
importance of other topics in our production of Cabaret. When it came to the brick thrown 
through the window of Herr Schultz’ fruit shop, it felt important to cast members, including 
those who identified as Jewish, that the specifics of this reference to Kristallnacht be left in the 
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production; as the Gorilla was a specific animal used to reduce the humanity of Jewish people 
in the Nazi imagination, this specific anti-Semitic image also felt important, especially to the 
performer who would be taking on this role. There was also discussion on what felt like the 
erasure of our Sally Bowles’ Blackness. We responded that we would attend to each of these 
items, appreciative of the cast’s willingness to share and investment in the process.  
 
Indeed, it was in the conversation outlined above that a cast member stated they did not know 
they were “allowed to have an opinion” on these topics. Even in our third week of rehearsals, 
this actor was responding according to conventional hierarchical ideas of theater production, 
demonstrating how strong these habits remain. Perhaps we were not demonstrating clearly 
enough the values we had been espousing? Rather than working as a director on the top of the 
pyramid who has all the answers and then distributes them as necessary to the people under 
them, I felt this project called for a more horizontal leadership style, as a colleague calls it, 
“leading from among”, not only across the creative team but also with the cast. If we are 
indeed intending to represent on stage a queer utopia, I believe we cannot create that 
theatrical experience on stage without having created something like it in the rehearsal 
process. We aimed to invite input, advice, and opinions throughout the process, and 
incorporated them if they were in the best interests of the project. I believe that when inviting 
a greater degree of diversity into our rehearsal halls and performance venues, and to avoid 
tokenistic collaboration, one must fully welcome that difference into our process, recognizing 
that the conventional model that we work within is white-supremist, patriarchal, ableist, 
hetero- and cis-normative, and does not inherently welcome those who fail to fit that model.  




While I had let go of the meta-theatrical layer, I still held on to the possibility for more 
theatrically metaphoric expressions of certain moments in the text. However, in the rehearsal 
process, I felt the specifics of the time period assert themselves, not only in our work with the 
material, but also via input from the cast that I have already mentioned above. When these 
moments arose, I felt I was being pushed to pursue a storytelling that wedded itself closer to 
the historical specifics of the story that I had intended. Additionally, I felt incapable of providing 
a more nuanced and well-reasoned argument to leave it more abstracted. However, upon 
reflection, I felt these perspectives needed to be included, and the staging ideas of my 
director’s vision give way to the artistic input from members of the community we had 
gathered to tell this story.  What I take away from these interactions is the need, as much as 
possible, for a very specific understanding of the piece’s overall concept as it pertains to the 
realization of the play’s dramaturgy. Simultaneously, I recognized that early decisions in a 
process have their outcomes, to which one must remain true. Was my queer utopic vision 
primarily in regards to the community we build to make the work, or specific staging ideas? A 
director must choose their priorities and follow through. When I reached these moments, I had 
to refer to our intentions behind casting and building a queer community. What does that look 
like, in practice? It this case, it felt like letting go of my specific staging ideas more fully honored 
the vision of community that was at the core of this project. 
 
Another place where I felt my shortcomings as a director was in regards to design. As design is 
not a component of Columbia University’s Theatre Department, and thus is the least developed 
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of a director’s collaborations while a grad student, I now look back on earlier conversations 
with the set designer as not fully integrated dramaturgically, and therefore what resulted was a 
disconnection between the set dressing provided by the designer and the action of the play. For 
example, while the set was full of mix-matched items, very rarely were they used by actors as 
props in the performance. This feels now like a missed opportunity, and muddies the question 
of “In what world is the play taking place?”, as the props the actors used were coming from 
offstage. I caught this misstep too late in the technical rehearsal process to be able to remedy 
completely, but I did find a few instances to integrate into the action. 
 
In the performances, the production takes place in three different worlds – the Kit Kat Klub 
inside the Lenfest Center’s Flexible Theatre Space, an apartment building in Weimar era Berlin, 
and the Morningside Heights/Harlem neighborhood of Manhattan – connecting the realities of 
1930s Germany with those of 21st century America. In the end, rather than any specific staging 
idea, the fluidity between the production’s three worlds is what enhanced the play’s 
contemporary resonance. This is a piece that must cast the audience as participating members 
of the experience, and our production put the audience and the Kit Kat Klub ensemble in a 
shared space. The Lenfest Theatre seating, arranged on three sides of a thrust stage, can imply 
an intimate dynamic; however, due to safety regulations, there is a fence between the front 
row of seats and the playing area. We worked to combat this distance. With house lights up as 
the audience entered, the band was present in the preshow, wearing glittery bow ties, 
costumed to suit the Kit Kat Klub. When the Emcee emerged and began “Wilkommen”, the 
house lights stayed on and the band slowly began, a very casual and low key opening of what 
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could otherwise be a splashy 
launch of the show. As the Emcee 
sang, the stage slowly became 
populated by members of the Kit 
Kat Klub ensemble, and, as the 
Emcee steps on the staircase, the 
lights begin to change (still keeping 
a low level on the audience) and 
the space is transformed into the world of the Kit Kat Klub. Rather than a piece that begins with 
a reach out to the audience, it begins with a ‘welcome’, an invitation to come with the 
performers and collide the 2019 Lenfest Theatre with this queer utopic vision of a cabaret of 
the 1930s. As the Emcee repeats the “Wilkommen” refrain a number of times in the opening of 
the show, it is as if she is drawing around us the historical setting of the play, so that we can 
meet each other in that context. And then, as the worlds collide and blend into one, Kit Kat Klub 
ensemble performers broke down this barrier by moving up the stairs of the seating risers, 
interacting with audience members directly.  
 
The book scenes that happened in the apartment that Cliff and Sally share with Fraulien 
Schneider, Herr Schultz, and Fraulien Kost, were more physically removed from the audience, 
located on the upper, central, and lower platforms of the set’s staircase, separated from the 
audience by the deck of the playing area. In these scenes, the reality of life in 1930s Berlin was 
the world of the play, complete with the Nazi seizure of power, anti-Semitic acts of violence 
Figure 22: The Kit Kat Klub band. Photo by Heidi Bohnenkamp. 
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(such as the breaking of Herr Schultz’s window by a brick, activated 
by a sound effect and a strategically pre-set brick amongst the set 
dressing) and confusion as to how to respond. The Kit Kat Klub 
context for the theater space remained alive, even in scenes in 
which the events happen in the apartment, or more abstracted 
moments of the play, such as when performer Suz Fyodorov sang 
“Tomorrow Belongs To Me” – in our production, ze appeared in 
the same stage make-up as zir wears in the Kit Kat Klub musical 
numbers. And in “It Couldn’t Please Me More”, the Emcee and her 
two lovers (played by Tabitha Cheyenne and Bobbie Lowe) from 
the “Two Ladies” number appear as back-up singers and hold up and rotate Schultz and 
Schneider’s mirrorball pineapple. Also, the sailors who visit 
Fraulein Kost were played by members of the Kit Kat Klub 
ensemble. Therefore, in this production, in opposition to other 
productions which have tended to favor the book scenes in the 
apartment as the real world and the Kit Kat Klub as a metaphoric 
space, this production challenges this assumption, in that the Kit 
Kat Klub and its inherent queerness is just as real as the 
apartment scenes – indeed, perhaps more, as the outside world 
of the apartment does not encourage people to express their 
nature that may counter the heteronormative culture around 
them. 
Figure 24: "Two Ladies." Texas (Bobbie 
Lowe), Emcee (Emily Brown), and Lulu 
(Tabitha Cheyenne). Photo by Heidi 
Bohnenkamp. 
Figure 23: "Tomorrow Belongs To Me." 
Frenchie (Suz Fyodorov). Photo by Heidi 
Bohnenkamp. 




Both worlds are expressed 
simultaneously in the number 
“Married”, which serves as 
Schultz and Schneider’s 
engagement while also a chance 
for members of the Kit Kat Klub 
to experience a friendship 
ceremony. Two Kit Kat Klub 
ensemble performers – Sandy 
Sahar Gooen and Teagan Rabuano – participate in a wedding-type ceremony, featuring the 
Jewish tradition of the breaking of a glass and the BDSM play of linking of handcuffs – a 
celebration of love coming together simultaneously in the Kit Kat Klub and in the apartment. 
 
So, while the Kit Kat Klub was happening that night at Lenfest, as the piece continued an 
intriguing dialectic emerged between the cabaret and the apartment. However, after the Kit Kat 
Klub asserted its reality early on, with the violence enacted upon the Emcee in Act 2, it 
eventually gave way to the realities of 1930s Berlin as the real world invades the Kit Kat Klub 
and separates it from the audience. With the Emcee found beaten on the floor of the club, the 
Kit Kat Klub world recedes from the audience and joins the book scenes in 1930s Berlin, where 
Sally Bowles sings a rousing “Cabaret” to her community members, the audience now witnesses 
to a private community gathering. 
Figure 25: "Married." Fraulein Schneider (Reya Sehgal), Herr Schultz (Molly Balk) and the 
Kit Kat Klub ensemble. Photo by Heidi Bohnenkamp. 




 The questions that arises, 
however, is: what is the last 
moment of the play? Who is the 
audience, and how do we leave 
them? Decisions around the 
ending also included community 
conversations between the 
creative team and the cast. For example, I proposed an ending where the characters of Ernst 
and Fraulein Kost, both Nazi sympathizers at the end of the play, re-emerge to meet the Kit Kat 
Klub ensemble, to whom the ensemble offers a gesture of welcome. To me, this would be an 
example of an unexpected kind of radical welcome, connected to the heart of the 
interpretation and moving beyond what had gone before in the play or, as far as I knew, any 
production of the musical. However, the dominant sentiment in the company was that any kind 
of gesture to Ernst would be impossible to stomach. In addition, as we had done the production 
without any massive Swastika flags hanging from the grid nor having a large group of Nazi 
soldiers come in and raid the bar, the Ernst character now carried all of the Nazi symbolism in 
the story (including wearing a Nazi armband), this reality further complicating the metaphoric 
gesture. Once again, however, I felt my director’s prerogative giving way out of respect for the 
community we had gathered to tell this story, that the experience of cast members needed to 
be considered as they had been fully integrated into the production. 
 
Figure 26: "Cabaret." Sally Bowles (Yansa Fatima) and the Kit Kat Klub ensemble. 
Photo by Heidi Bohnenkamp. 
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Therefore, the solution was to end the piece without these fictional characters re-emerging, but 
rather the world of the play turns back outwards to the audience at the end, a final moment of 
defiance, fear and glamour, with the blinds rising to reveal the New York City skyline through 
the Lenfest Theatre window, the ensemble connecting to the audience in the now but also 
across time and space. At this moment, the world of the play meets the world of today, a world 
of increasing nationalism, xenophobia, anti-Semitism and systemic oppression of queer and 
trans people and of people of color, the collision between then and now activated in the final 
moment of the play. It is only at this last moment with the blinds rising, activated by the Emcee 
upon her exit (bookending 
her initiating of the story 
with her entrance) that we 
are brought back fully to the 
reality of the Lenfest Theatre 
in 2019, where we had 
started the evening. Having 
offered a glimpse of queer 
utopia, to know what we are 
at risk of losing in these 
days, the audience ends the play, hopefully, changed, seeing the world outside the window 
differently than when they first arrived, perhaps like Giorno’s “straight world … full of grim 
people.”163 
 
163 Muñoz, 39. 
Figure 27: “Finale.” The Kit Kat Klub ensemble (L to R): Rosie (Cam Mitchell), Frenchie (Suz 
Fyodorov), Victor (Bear Spiegel), Hans (Karla Liriano), Bobby (Jaya Joshi), Lulu (Tabitha 
Cheyenne), Texas (Bobbie Lowe), Herman (Sandy Sahar Gooen), Sally (Yansa Fatima), Fritzie 
(Teagan Rabuano), and Helga (Wes Peddycord). 




And while we know how the story ends for those outcasts of the Nazi era, we don’t know how 
our story will end. While we – audience and performers – have shared this space for the past 
two-and-a-half hours, while we have invited an audience into a queer utopia space that allows 
us to imagine another way of living together in community, at the end of the production, we all 
have to go out into the world and face reality once again from our different vantage points. And 
this gesture offers a challenge – how will we re-emerge into that environment? Will we 
conform to the dominant culture as a means to preserve our own survival, or will we stand with 
those who are cast out by the mainstream, building community and solidarity in the face of 




When I ponder my journey here in New York City over the past two-and-a-half years, it is not 
just Columbia that has contributed to my training; rather, it is this city and what it asks of me 
that challenges me every day. I have long struggled with a lack of self-confidence, both 
personally and in my work as an artist. I have felt my potential a theater artist, primarily as a 
director, but have not pursued this path fully earlier in my life. I trained as an actor because at 
the time I said it ‘scared me the most’; but perhaps I was actually scared of the possibility of my 
being great as a director. I worked in devised theater/collective creation for the majority of my 
career thus far because I wanted to do what I could to bring underrepresented stories to the 
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stage more than I was keen to discover what I had to offer that was unique. I was more driven 
by the complexities of presenting environmental-socio-political topics on stage than in the 
metaphoric/imaginative storytelling possibilities of theater. I tried writing, but did not enjoy my 
own company enough to persist. I produced, but only as a means to pursue my own creative 
curiosity. So, after a decade of freelancing, I came to grad school to focus on what I’ve felt most 
called to do, to see what was possible if I really leaned into what I, and I alone, could offer as a 
theater director. 
 
I remember thinking, after my production of The Seagull in the fall of 2018, “Now, I’ve achieved 
as a director what I wanted to achieve in coming to grad school – confidence in the rehearsal 
room. Now what? The rest of my time here at Columbia is gravy!” What surprised me in the 
second half of that second year is that the journey and the work became a lot more personal. 
With the one-year anniversary of the end of a significant long-term relationship, with continued 
weekly counselling with a therapist in the East Village, with our Materials class with Tina Landau 
(where we charted our artistic path from childhood into the future), and with my production of 
Our Town, alongside continued dialogue with mentors Anne Bogart and Brian Kulick, I 
discovered that I was in a very special period, a gift of time for personal reflection, integration, 
and growth. Additionally, the quality of the community that came together for my production 
of Our Town was very special. The way people in the project connected, the great laughs we 
had in the rehearsal hall, the simple beauty of what we were able to find in that studio space 
with that classic story, inspired by the stage direction and text Wilder had given us, was, to my 
mind, remarkable. I have always been drawn in the theater to watching the subtle truthfulness 
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of responding, being alive to the moment and the people around you. Our Town is such a great 
play with which to engage with this; its apparent simplicity belies layers of possibilities, and the 
script keeps opening up and offering.  
 
I feel this was a fruitful place from which to launch into Cabaret. Alongside my preparation, the 
summer of 2019 was spent both reconnecting with friends in Toronto and family in Western 
Canada, and working on a production workshop of Boys In Chairs Collective’s Access Me, a 
devised piece that has been in development over many years. This provided a chance to feel my 
roots in other parts of the world, and realize, truthfully, that my roots, for now, are in New 
York. This production of Cabaret, in hindsight, was the culmination of my development here at 
Columbia as a director and a gesture toward the kind of community I crave in my life. And 
through the process, I believe I got closer to that. Indeed, I often forgot it was my thesis 
production, as it felt so much more important. 
 
Which made me think back to one of my most meaningful experiences as an actor, when I was 
in a Toronto production of The Normal Heart, the classic play by Larry Kramer about the 
HIV/AIDS crisis in New York in the 1980s. Produced by Studio 180 Theatre at Buddies In Bad 
Times Theatre, this was a very special project, as I felt honored to retell this story from and 
about my gay ancestors to a room full of people, some of whom had lived through the AIDS 
crisis, others who were learning about it for the first time. As a cast, I believe we felt a 
community grow amongst us in that project. I remember one particular night where the reality 
of the story hit home for all of us in a unique way. It was just an ordinary mid-week show during 
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the run, but we all felt it, and the quiet in the dressing room afterwards was profound. It felt 
like we had shared a glimpse of what it might have been like to live through (or die in) that 
plague. This was also a glimpse of the kind of community that is possible in the theater, the kind 
of community I want to do my part to craft. I feel, through this time at Columbia, I have learned 
how to articulate a unique point of view on the material, whatever it might be, and share it in a 
direct but accountable manner with collaborators so that we can realize the vision to the best 
of our abilities in each of our different responsibilities.  
 
During the Winter break of my second year, I returned to Toronto and directed an original 
adaptation from Euripides by Ho Ka Kei titled Iphigenia and the Furies (Among the Taurians) 
that both loves and captures the brilliance of the original, but also interrogates its problematic 
colonial overtones. Simultaneously, this Saga Collectif production brought together a diverse 
group of artists in a deeply collaborative process, one that will inform my future leadership of  
contemporary productions grounded in classic material. My work on Cabaret reflects my 
professional work and my training at Columbia in the way I approached any material now: with 
a bold point of view and with a collaborative approach.  
 
Much of my time here at Columbia has been about me finding the confidence to believe that 
what I think is worth other people’s time. This is the audacity of being an artist that I had never 
quite claimed. But now my understanding of the director’s art is to have a unique point of view 
on the source material and share that vision with collaborators in a simultaneously rigorous and 
responsive manner. It is my bold vision of Cabaret, approached with a truly collaborative spirit, 
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that is the culmination of the personal and creative journey I’ve been on here at Columbia 
University.  
 

















Appendix A: Nine Thesis Questions 
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Thursday, August 15, 4-10PM 
Saturday, August 17, 12-6PM 
 
CALLBACKS 
Note: You must be available for one of these dates. 
Monday, August 19, 5PM-10PM 
Tuesday, August 20, 12PM-4PM 
 
ABOUT 
“A map of the world that does not include Utopia is not even worth glancing at” - Oscar 
Wilde 
 
This production of Cabaret reimagines the Kit Kat Klub as a space of queer utopia that is under 
threat from catastrophic forces outside. Inspired by Hal Prince’s original staging which saw the 
musical as a metaphor for its time and by the Stonewall uprising of 1969, this production will 
engage with the social/political/environmental realities of ours to discover new ways this now-
timeless piece of theatre can speak to queer acts of resistance and revolution.  
 
This will be a collaborative approach to Cabaret that celebrates community and welcomes 
difference. We will embrace the metatheatricality of the play to delve into what this text has to 
offer our world of today. 
 
Director Jonathan Seinen's focus as an MFA Theatre Directing student at Columbia University is 
on engaging with classical texts to discover what they have to offer our contemporary times and 
how they reflect the world around us. For Cabaret, he is particularly inspired by the book 
Cruising Utopia: The Then and There of Queer Futurity by José Esteban Muñoz: “If we are to go 
on, we need a critical modality of hope and not simply dramatization of loss and despair.” 
 
CONTRACT 
Columbia University MFA Theatre Directors’ Thesis Production. This production will take place 
as partial fulfillment of Columbia's Graduate Theatre Directing curriculum, under the mentorship 
of Professors Anne Bogart and Brian Kulick. 
 
SEEKING 
Seeking curious, dedicated, and risk-taking Non-Union Performer/Collaborators of any age 
(over 18), gender, ethnicity, body type, and/or physical ability  to form a diverse ensemble for a 
21st-century chamber production of Cabaret. Many roles will be doubled or tripled, as best 
serves the production and based on an ensemble approach to storytelling.  
 






Actively seeking diversity of every kind and in every role; trans, gender non-conforming, queer, 




*Please note: Any gender identifications associated with these characters in the script will not 
necessarily apply to the performers who play them*  
 
Master of Ceremonies (Emcee)  
The host with the most at the Kit Kat Klub. The queer narrator that floats between the worlds of 
the play, between the music of the Cabaret and the apartment scenes. German. 
 
Sally Bowles 




American writer who comes to Berlin to experience sexual liberation and write a novel. Pursues 
a liaison with Sally. 
 
Ernst Ludwig 
An enthusiastic supporter of a new political movement. Befriends Cliff. 
 
Fräulein Schneider 
German landlady of apartment where Cliff settles in Berlin. Pursues romance with Herr Schultz. 
 
Fräulein Kost / Fritzie 
Boarder at Fräulein Schneider’s apartment. 
 
Herr Schultz 
Owner of fruit store. Pursues romance with Fräulein Schneider. German-Jewish. 
 
The Kit Kat Girls / Boys / Individuals 
We are looking for individuals with special skills and unique personalities for all roles. 
Burlesque, vogue, acrobatics, musical instruments, etc, etc! Queerness, sex positivity and body 
celebration will be central to our conception of our ensemble. 
 
PREPARATION 
Please prepare a 16-bar cut of musical theatre in the style of the show. Please also prepare a 
short 1-minute comedic or dramatic, classic or contemporary, monologue that you think best 
connects with your response to the themes, topics and style of our Cabaret. 
 
Please bring a hardcopy of your photo and resume to the audition. 
 






Performers who are invited to callbacks will also be asked to prepare roughly two 8-counts of 
movement and a short demonstration on any instrument that you play that you feel might be a 
good fit for the show. 
 
At callbacks, performers may also be asked to read sides and/or participate in a group 
movement call.  
 
LOCATION 
TBD, Will Be Released With Audition Confirmation 
 
PERSONNEL 
Director: Jonathan Seinen 
Intimacy, Violence, and Movement Choreographer: Cristina (Cha) Ramos 
Musical Director: Sean Pallatroni 
Dramaturg: Josh Brown 
Producer: Sean Anthony Chia 
 
REHEARSAL PERFORMANCE DATES 
First Rehearsal: 09/06/19 




A NOTE ON INTIMACY, VIOLENCE, and MOVEMENT: 
We are committed to centering consent, actor autonomy, collaboration, and joy as we create this 
world together. Cabaret is a play that engages with themes of sexuality and violence, and our 
focus in this production is on queer visions of utopia. In this regard, much of the movement will 
have a sex- and body-positive approach, and the creative team is open to the possibility of nudity. 
In addition, we are considering scenes of simulated sexual intimacy and simulated violence to tell 
this story. Any actor’s boundaries or level of comfort with nudity, intimacy, or violence will be 
respected and upheld and will not affect casting. Questions are welcome before, during, and after 
auditions, and throughout the creative process.  
 
Production email address for any questions: cabaretjscu@gmail.com 
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“A map of the world that does not include Utopia is not even worth glancing at” - Oscar Wilde 
 
This production of Cabaret reimagines the Kit Kat Klub as a space of queer utopia that is under threat from 
catastrophic forces outside. Inspired by Hal Prince’s original staging which saw the musical as a metaphor for 
its time and by the Stonewall uprising of 1969, this production will engage with the 
social/political/environmental realities of ours to discover new ways this now-timeless piece of theatre can 
speak to queer acts of resistance and revolution.  
 
This will be a collaborative approach to Cabaret that celebrates community and welcomes difference. We will 
embrace the metatheatricality of the play to delve into what this text has to offer our world of today. 
 
Director Jonathan Seinen's focus as an MFA Theatre Directing student at Columbia University is on engaging 
with classical texts to discover what they have to offer our contemporary times and how they reflect the world 
around us. For Cabaret, he is particularly inspired by the book Cruising Utopia: The Then and There of Queer 
Futurity by José Esteban Muñoz: “If we are to go on, we need a critical modality of hope and not simply 
dramatization of loss and despair.” 
 
CONTRACT 
Columbia University MFA Theatre Directors’ Thesis Production. This production will take place as partial 
fulfillment of Columbia's Graduate Theatre Directing curriculum, under the mentorship of Professors Anne 
Bogart and Brian Kulick. 
 
SEEKING 
Seeking curious, dedicated, and risk-taking Non-Union Performer/Collaborators of any age (over 18), gender, 
sexual orientation, ethnicity, body type, and/or physical ability to form a diverse ensemble for a 21st-century 
chamber production of Cabaret. Actively seeking diversity of every kind and in every role; trans, gender non-
conforming, queer, and otherwise marginalized artists of every ethnicity and race are particularly encouraged 
to audition. Many roles will be doubled or tripled, as best serves the production and based on an ensemble 





A NOTE ON INTIMACY, VIOLENCE, and MOVEMENT: 
We are committed to centering consent, actor autonomy, collaboration, and joy as we create this world 
together. Cabaret is a play that engages with themes of sexuality and violence, and our focus in this 
production is on queer visions of utopia. In this regard, much of the movement will have a sex- and body-
positive approach, and the creative team is open to the possibility of nudity. In addition, we are considering 
scenes of simulated sexual intimacy and simulated violence to tell this story. Any actor’s boundaries or level of 
comfort with nudity, intimacy, or violence will be respected and upheld and will not affect casting. Questions 
are welcome before, during, and after auditions, and throughout the creative process.  
 
Questions? Comments?: cabaretjscu@gmail.com 
 
Thank you for being here. 
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Cabaret – First Rehearsal Notes 
 
I know people say start with a joke, but I’m terrible at that. Rather, I seem to start with the 
heart. 
 
I opened the script to Wilkommen earlier today, and I was just overwhelmed by a feeling of 
responsibility for what we are doing here with this project. We are not just telling this incredibly 
important story of a time when the forces of nationalism and prejudice took over a country and 
changed the course of world history, resulting in some of the worst examples of what humans 
can do to one another. But we are also taking this story and demanding that it do something 
else, something new, something queer. For now, for our times. I look out and I see a world that 
has increasingly become a world of division, of a power-hungry few leaving the many behind, of 
hurt calcifying into hatred. And I see this every day on the news, because I watch the news 
every day, and I think, well, what can I do? I’m an artist, I’m a queer person, I don’t belong in 
the mainstream and I don’t want to. And I feel that the queer positive spaces and theatre 
spaces that I’ve been in have demonstrated to me the kind of world I want to live in – open-
minded, radically welcoming, celebrating difference, empowering individuals to find their truth 
and express it. 
 
As you know, one of the inspiring quotes for this project is from Oscar Wilde, ‘A map of the 
world that doesn’t include Utopia is not even worth glancing at’. And having worked a lot in 
both research-based environmental devised theatre and in collective creation pieces that 
celebrate the unique identities of the performing collaborators, I have long struggled with how 
to balance the truth and the imagination. Because while we must talk about life as it is lived in 
the theatre, I believe we must also create visions for what it could be. 
 
And this brings me to Cabaret. Over my time in grad school here at Columbia, my interest has 
been in bringing classic texts in conversation with now, bring a point-of-view – often and 
inevitably a queer POV – to that material to make it resonate with life today. And this is perhaps 
why I feel such responsibility when I open the text. Because I see in this a piece that speaks 
dynamically about the 1930s in Berlin, about the times of its creation, the reactionary 
resistance to civil rights in the 1960s in the United States, and about today’s rising nationalism 
and xenophobic rhetoric and actions.  
 
But what I believe is different about this production, and perhaps new to interpretations of 
Cabaret in general, is a vision of the Kit Kat Klub as a space of Queer Utopia. Where we present 
to the world and our audiences a radically welcoming and nuanced space that celebrates what 
we want to world to be, where we illustrate what we are at risk of losing when these 
catastrophic forces, be they political, social, or environmental, threaten these spaces we hold 
dear. That rather than an exotic and enticing space that Cliff enters, experiences and leaves 
because he (and only he) sees that ‘the party is over’, this is an all-inclusive sex- and body- and 
pleasure-positive space that Sally, the Emcee and the Kit Kat Ensemble feel called to defend, 
becoming activists to resist the outside forces that threaten to destroy it. And it is the queer 
power of the Kit Kat Klub, expressed through radical love, that emerges into the ‘real world’ of 







the play through the romance between Schneider and Schultz. Because our pineapple won’t 
just be any pineapple. It’s gonna be fabulous. 
 
In our work together, I imagine a process that embraces risk, that welcomes failure, that 
assumes good intentions, that takes accountability. As I keep saying to my creative team 
collaborators, as directing a musical is new to me, ‘I am here to learn’. And I feel the same 
about our work together as performing collaborators and creative team collaborators, that I 
acknowledge my position as an able-bodied, white, cis-gender gay man, and that my 
experiences are mine and no one else’s. I am thrilled about the diversity we have in this room, 
and I appreciate your generosity and your patience as we work to bring the nuances that exist 
in our identities and experiences into the very core of this process and, ultimately, this 
production. 
 
 I am so excited to be here tonight with you all, as I feel confident that we have the makings of a 
truly extraordinary production. The one thing I’ve learned about directing musicals thus far is 
that the trick is to surround yourself with brilliant people, and I can tell you that this has already 
happened. Now all we have to do is spend the next five weeks imagining Utopia, and playing, 
together.  
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Book by Joe Masteroff 
Based on the play by John Van Druten and Stories by Christopher Isherwood 
Music by John Kander 
Lyrics by Fred Ebb 
Originally Co-Directed and Choreographed by Rob Marshall 
Original Production Directed by Sam Mendes 
 
Directed by Jonathan Seinen 
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This show runs 2 hours 20 minutes with a 10 minute intermission. 
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Victor ................................ ................................ ................................ .....................  Bear Spiegel 
Texas / u/s Cliff / Fight Captain ................................ ................................ ...........  Bobbie Lowe 
Herman ................................ ................................ ................................ ....... Sandy Sahar Gooen 
 
PIT ORCHESTRA 
Piano/Conductor ................................ ................................ ............................  Sean P. Pallatroni 
Acoustic Bass ................................ ................................ ................................ ......... Tim O’Hara 
Drums ................................ ................................ ................................ .................. Peter Kronreif 
Reed 1 ................................ ................................ ................................ ...................  Jared Newlen 
Reed 2 ................................ ................................ ................................ ...................  Justin Brown 




Run Crew / Wardrobe ................................ ......................  Mazvita Chanakira, Rhodie Fleming 
Run Crew/Props................................ ................................ ................................ . Joshua Thomas 
Run Crew/Light Board Operator. ................................ ................................ ................  Jay Reist 
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Roberta Albert, Carol Becker, Gavin Browning, Sarah Congress, Tiffany 
Davis, Rich Dikeman, Rachel Dobkin, Julie Dobrow, Andrew Hass, Kendall 
Hoffman, Joel Jares, Niquette Johnson, Jeffrey James Keyes, Yecenia Lahoz, 
Katie Lee, Laila Maher, Daaimah Mubashshir, John Oursler, Anish Patel, 
Trenton Pollard, Keiko Reid, Maggie Ress, Elaine Rooney, Christina Rumpf, 
Lindsey Schneider, Toni Scott, Rafael Suarez, Kristina Tate, Peter Vaughan, 
Kenny Wong, Jana Hart Wright, Alex Wyles, the staff of Lenfest Center for 



















 A NOTE FROM ANNE BOGART: 
Tonight you are seeing the thesis production of a director from the Theatre Program of 
the School of the Arts. This director has been working at Columbia for three years toward 
a better understanding of the theatre event, a deeper notion of action for the stage and of 
the potential riches in collaboration. And yet this pursuit is a lifetime endeavor and the 
doors that may open during these three years of training are only a premonition of what 
is to come. 
 
A director’s job is a tightrope walk. Ultimately the audience should not be aware of the 
director and yet you are in his or her hands. Directors provide the keys for the journey of 
actors and audiences. They coordinate the medium through which a playwright might 
speak to us through time. They are party givers; they create events. I hope that the three 
years at Columbia have provoked far more questions than answers. I dream that they will 
go forth into the theatre community with a love of the art, and enough courage to give it 
legs and feet. 
-Anne Bogart, Head of Directing 
A NOTE FROM THE DIRECTOR:  
The original production of Cabaret, inspired by Christopher Isherwood’s The Berlin 
Stories, saw the end of Weimar Era Germany from the vantage point of 1960s America. 
Director Hal Prince shared a photo from Life magazine at the first rehearsal which could 
have been from anti-Semitic Nazi Germany; in fact, it was from the streets of Little Rock, 
Arkansas, where white men were protesting the integration of one African-American girl 
into a previously segregated school. With an almost Brechtian sense of historicization, 
the creators of Cabaret used the past to say: ‘It can happen here.’  
 
While the text in this production is from the 1998 production of Cabaret, which served 
as an indictment of the inaction that allowed for the rise of the Nazis, our Kit Kat Klub – 
a Queer Utopia of community and resistance – was inspired by the 50th Anniversary of 
the Stonewall Riots and informed by José Esteban Muñoz’s Cruising Utopia: The Then 
and There of Queer Futurity: “If we are to go on, we need a critical modality of hope and 
not simply dramatization of loss and despair.” As our own times are facing catastrophic 
forces, be they political, social or environmental, our goal was to present a world that 
demonstrated what it is that we are at risk of losing – an open-minded, radically 
welcoming and nuanced space that celebrates difference and empowers individuals to 
find and express their truth.  
 
As our reading of the musical honors these earlier productions to ask of our own times, 
‘what will you do?’, for Sally Bowles we have taken our cue from the character’s real 
life inspiration, Jean Ross, a performer who became an anti-Fascist activist. As Jack 
Halberstam writes in The Queer Art of Failure, “The social worlds we inhabit … are not 
inevitable. In the process of producing this reality, many other realities, fields of 
knowledge, and ways of being have been discarded.”  And so while we mourn the 
discrimination that Jewish and queer people faced during the rise of Nazi power, we can 
choose how this moment in which we are living will turn out. So, while we must talk 
about life as it is, we must also create visions for what it could be. Indeed, as Oscar Wilde 
reminded us, “A map of the world that doesn’t include Utopia is not worth even glancing 
at.” 
      





Carol Becker, Dean  
The Oscar Hammerstein II Center for Theatre Studies 
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mentorship over these three years; words cannot express and I am forever in your debt.  
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Jonathan Seinen is a Dutch-Canadian theatre artist based in New York City. His most recent 
directing credits include Cabaret, Our Town and The Seagull at Columbia University and Ho Ka 
Kei’s Iphigenia and the Furies (On Taurian Land), an adaptation from Euripides commissioned by 
Toronto’s Saga Collectif and nominated for seven Dora Mavor Moore Awards.  
 
Prior to moving to New York, Jonathan was based in Canada, working across the country 
primarily as a director of new devised collaborative theatre works, with an emphasis on 
environmental and identity topics and based on field research, autobiography and the body, 
working primarily through Architect Theatre (Co-Artistic Producer), lemonTree Creations 
(Artistic Associate), Saga Collectif (Founding Member), and Boys in Chairs Collective (Founding 
Member). Projects included: Saga Collecif’s Black Boys, Boys In Chairs’ Access Me, and Architect 
Theatre’s Highway 63: The Fort Mac Show. 
 
He also works as an actor, appearing in new works such as lemonTree creations’ Body Politic by 
Nick Green at Buddies In Bad Times Theatre, which was won the Dora Award for Outstanding 
New Play; Theatre Calgary’s premiere production of Liberation Days by David van Belle, and; 
Sean Dixon’s A God In Need Of Help at the Tarragon Theatre. He also appeared in Studio 180’s 
production of Larry Kramer’s The Normal Heart at Buddies In Bad Times Theatre and Citadel 
Theatre’s As You Like It.  
 
As a playwright, his first play [ice land] was published in Hot Thespian Action! Ten Premier Plays 
from Walterdale Playhouse, and Unknown Soldier, inspired by the actions of Chelsea Manning, 
was produced at the 2014 SummerWorks Performance Festival. He was co-creator of Mx. Katie 
Sly’s Charisma Furs, published in Q2Q: Queer Canadian Performance Texts which was 
nominated for the LAMDBA Literary Award for LGBTQ Anthology. Black Boys is scheduled to be 
published in fall 2020, and Access Me will be included in an anthology entitled Disability 
Performance, scheduled for a fall 2021 release. 
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Favourite directing credits include: Hamlet in a Calgary community hall, Deathwatch by Jean 
Genet in an art gallery basement on Toronto’s Ossington Avenue, and an undergrad production 
of The Visit by Friedrich Dürrenmatt at the University of Alberta. He has also been a guest artist 
at Langara College’s Studio 58 Theatre Training Program in Vancouver, as director of Oblique 
Strategies and dramaturg on How You Should Be. Assistant Directing credits include: Richard 
Wagner’s opera Tristan Und Isolde with Anne Bogart at the Croatian National Theatre in Rijeka, 
Timon of Athens at the Stratford Festival of Canada, and The Sound of Music at Canada’s 
National Arts Centre. He was a participate in the Michael Langham Workshop for Classical 
Directing at the Stratford Festival, was in Canadian Stage’s RBC Emerging Artist Program: 
Director Development Residency, and in the Banff Centre/Citadel Theatre’s Professional 
Theatre Training Program. He is a graduate of the University of Alberta (BA Honours Drama), 
the National Theatre School of Canada (Acting Certificate) and Columbia University (MFA 
Theatre Directing, expected May 2020).  
 
Upcoming: Jonathan is set to direct the Columbia MFA Playwriting thesis production of How To 
Gild An Eagle by Zizi Majid in New York City, and the Cahoots Theatre/Boys In Chairs Collective 
premiere production of Access Me at Buddies In Bad Times Theatre and the Theatre Passe 
Muraille/Architect Theatre co-production of Iphigenia and the Furies (On Taurian Land) in 
Toronto. Jonathan will join the faculty of the Theater Department of SUNY Buffalo State College 
as Assistant Professor in the fall of 2020. jonathanseinen.com  
  
 
 
 
